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EXHIBITION OF LOTS AT OUR OFFICES 

All lots will be available for viewing in our offices at the County Federal 
Building, 265 Sunrise Highway, Suite 53, Rockville Centre, Long Island, New 
York 11570 (telephone #516/764-6677 or 78), beginning Tuesday, November 
28th through Monday, December 4, 1978 BY APPOINTMENT ONLY be¬ 
tween the hours of 10 A M. and 4 P.M. No lots will be exhibited during any 
evening or Saturday hours. 

EXHIBITION OF LOTS AT THE AUCTION ROOM 

Additional viewing time will be available in the Concord Suite of the 
Americana City Squire Inn, 790 7th Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019 on the 
days of sale, December 6 - 8, 1978 between the hours of 10 A.M. and 5 P.M. 

A WORD ABOUT OUR ESTIMATES 

The prices you see indicated after each lot in our catalogue are merely 
estimates. THERE ARE NO MINIMUMS OR RESERVES UNLESS OTHER¬ 
WISE PRINTED. You may bid what you wish on any lot in the sale but these 
prices as listed represent our best professional opinion as to what we feel a 
particular lot may sell for. In any auction sale many of the lots will sell for 
much more than the estimates listed and some will sell for less. They are 
merely placed there as a guide for you. If we can be of any further assistance 
please do not hesitate to call. 

A SPECIAL APPEAL TO OUR CUSTOMERS 

Because of the size of this sale and the number of clients we expect to come in 
from out of the state and out of the country we urgently request that our 
customers living close to our offices take advantage of our viewing hours prior 
to the actual days of sale. There is an extensive amount of material to view and 
it will be impossible for you to view it all on any one day of the sale. 

SCHEDULE OF AUCTION SESSIONS 

Session I — Wednesday, December 6, 1978 — 5 P.M. — Lots 1 -432 
Session II — Wednesday, December 6, 1978 — 7:30 P.M. — Lots 1001 - 1773 
Session III — Thursday, December 7, 1978 — 1 P.M. — Lots 1774 - 2502 
Session IV — Thursday, December 7, 1978 — 7 P.M. — Lots 2503 - 3300 
Session V — Friday, December 8, 1978 — 1 P.M. — Lots 3301 - 4113 
Session VI — Friday, December 8, 1978 — 7 P.M. — Lots 4114 - 4909 
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Public and mail bid auction sale 

SESSION I 
Lots 1 - 432 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1978 
5:00 P.M. SHARP 

AMERICANA CITY SQUIRE INN 

790 7th Avenue (at 52nd Street) 

New York, N.Y. 10019 

(The Jefferson Suite) 

PLEASE NOTE 
The Sands Point Collection of United States, Colonial and Obsolete Currency and United States Coins, Ancient 
Coins and World MedalUc Art, Sessions II-IV of this sale (Lots 1001-3300), may be found in a separately bound 
Catalogue. 

The Wayte Raymond Sale - Part IV, World Banknotes and Coins of the World arranged alphabetically by country of 
issue. Sessions V-VI of this sale (Lots 3301-4909) may be found in a separately bound Catalogue. 

A MAGNIFICENT SELECTION OF 
JUDAIC MAPS 

1 19th Century map of the Tribe of Ephraim, by Baldwin & 
Cradock of London, drawn and engraved by R. Palmer. 
(Photo) ($75-Up) 
Shows in green the territory between Joppa and Gilgal on the coast 
to the Jordan River. Mounted, 6V2 x 4y4 inches visible, not nicked. 

2 19th Century map of the tribe of Dan, by Baldwin & Cradock 
of London, drawn and engraved by R. Palmer. 
(Photo) ($75-Up) 
Shows the territory of Dan in green including Philistine territory 
from Ashdod to Erkon. Mounted, 6V2 x 4% inches visible, some 
staining and wrinkling. 

3 19th Century Map of the tribe of Simeon, by Baldwin & 
Cradock of London, drawn and engraved by R. Palmer. 
(Photo) ($75-Up) 

Shows the territory of Simeon in yellow in or around Gaza which 
was in fact controlled by the Philistines. Mounted, 6V2 x inches 
visible, no folds. 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS SESSION BEGINS AT 
5:00 P.M. 

Lot 2 



JUDAIC MAPS 3 

4 19th Century Map of Egypt-Land of The Mixraim at the time 
of Exodus, bv Baldwin & Croadock, drawn and engraved 
by R. Palmer. (Photo) ($75-Up) 

This map shows the land of Goshen and other places mentioned in 
Exodus. Mounted, 6V2 x 4% inches visible one half fold. 

6 19th Century map of Canaan and the lands distributed to the 
12 tribes. Printed in red, green, yellow, blue by Baldwin & 
Cradock, engraved by R. Palmer. (Photo) ($75-Up) 

The plate shows cities of refuge and the names of the surrounding 
people including the Arabs "Them that dwell in tents". Mounted 
with bVz X 4% inches showing. 

5 19th Century Map of "Canaan, showing the captivities of 
Judah and Israel", in green, brown and red. Published by 
Baldwin & Cradock, engraved by R. Palmer. (Photo) 

($75-Up) 

The map shows the three capitivities; the first of Tiglath-Pileser 

74()BC; the 2nd of Israel under Solmanezer (721BC.) and the 3rd, of 

Judah in 588BC. Mounted with 6V2 x 4% inches of the map visible. 

7 19th Map of the Dominions of David and Solomon in red and 
blue, published by Baldwin & Cradock, engraved by R. 

Palmer. (Photo) ($75-Up) 

The Kingdom is depicted as running from Egypt to the Euphrates 
River; in actuality, the real dominions did not go to Damascus or 
Phoenicia, although treaties did link the Lebanese and S\rian 
territories to David's Kingdom. Mounted with ti'/2 x 4'4 inches of 
the map exposed to view. 



JUDAIC MAPS 4 

8 19th Century Map of the Kingdoms of Judah and Israel in the 
Book of Kings in four colors, published by Baldwin & 
Cradock, engraved by R. Palmer. (Photo) ($75-Up) 

The key cities and sites of the book of Kings are all depicted. 
Mounted with 6V2 x 4% inches of the map exposed. There are color 
ink spots in the upper right corner. 

9 19th Century map of the Ancient City of Jerusalem in red, 
blue, yellow and green, published by Baldwin & Cradock, 
engraved by R. Palmer. (Photo) ($75-Up) 
The map shows the old city of Salem, David's City and the city 
under Solomon with the temple. Mounted with bVz x 4% inches of 
the map exposed. 

10 19th Century map of the territory of the tribe of Naphtali and 
part of the territory of Dan in blue and green by Baldwin & 
Cradock, drawn and engraved bv R. Palmer. (Photo) ($75- 

Up) 

The map has references scattered over it of biblical events in Judges 
and Joshua. Naphtali resided in the lands west of the Jordan 
between Lebanon and the Sea of Gallilee. Mounted with bVz x 4% 
inches of the map exposed. 

Please note that a 5 % buyers charge will be added to each lot 
purchased on all purchases. 

11 19th Century map of the tribe of Asher in pink, yellow and 
green bv Baldwin & Cradock, engraved by R. Palmer. 
(Photo) ($75-Up) 

The tribe is depicted as occuping the Phoenicion coast (erroneous¬ 
ly) including the key cities of Tyre and Sidon. The map is mounted 
and has a visible area of bVi x 4% inches. 
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14 July 1781 "Carte de I'Egypt modeme, avec la Partie Orientale 
des Etats de Tripoli" engraved by M. Bonne, hydrographic 
engineer of the Navy. Outline colored in green, yellow, 
red. (Photo) ($125-Up) 

The map shows the southeast corner of the Mediterranean includ¬ 
ing the island of Crete and Cyprus. Egypt is divided into three 
provinces, while the only cities in the Turkish provinces of 
Palestine are Refah, Gaxe, Asealon, Jafa, Lod, Caesarea, Acre, 
Sebaste, Nabalos and Jerusalem. 

The map is 15V2'' x lO^" with the usual center fold and edge 
aging. A nice companion piece to lot 2 of our Weiss sale "Mappa 
Aegypti Antique," by the same engraver, that went for $145. 

12 19th Century map of the City of Jerusalem (Black & White). 
(Photo) ($200-Up) 

Shows the walls of Suliman the Magnificent, the various city gates 
and the author's location of the site of the crucifixion, the various 
tombs and hills outside the city etc. There is a legend at the bottom 
and a red on black quadrant at the upper right. 
The map is 10 x 8 inches with 2 horizontal folds. 

13 July 1780 "Mappa Aegypti Antiquae" by Roberto Bona, first 
naval hydrographer. Color as above. (Photo) ($125-Up) 

The major details are for Egypt, Palestine and Syria around the 1st 
Century A.D. The borders of the Roman province of lower Egypt 
go to Raphia and there are 15 cities enumerated with "Palestma- 

Judae". , , , .1 

The map's outer borders are 15V2 x 10% inches and the map has the 
usual vertical center fold. Ihis is an earlier version of lot 2, our 

Weiss sale, that went for $145. 

15 Late 1700's map (Hand colored) of "Judee ou Terre Sainte" by 
Robert Vaugondy corrected by Delamarche, his successor. 
(Photo) ' ($250-Up) 

The map evidently refers to Israel at the time of the Herodian 
dynasty as the countr\’ is divided into districts based on the 
Tetriarchies of Galilee, Samaria, Judea, Pera, Trachonitis and 
Ituria. rhe later Roman division of the area into three parts. The 
tribal areas are indicated as well as famous fortresses such as 
Macherus, Herodium and Masoda. 
1 he map measures 12V2 x 11 inches and is done in yellow, brown 
and green and mounted. I here is the usual center fold. 
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lb Late 1700's map of “Judee ou Terre Sainte" by Robert de 
Vaugondv as corrected by Delamarche, his successor. 
(Photo) ($250-Up) 

The map depicts the 12 tribes of Israel in blue, yellow, purple, red 

and green lines The Herodian Tetrarchies of Gallilec, Samaria, 

Judea, Pera, Trachonitis and Ituria are enumerated, as are the 

royal, levitical and refuge cities. 

The map measures IS-yi x I3V2 inches and has the usual atlas center 

fold together with two tear holes in the left side outside the map 

area. A very handsome item. 

HAND COLORED - CAMP OF THE ISRAELITES 
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17 1740-80 map of “The Camp of the Israelites" according to 
Reyherus and Lamy, together with the banners of the 
tribes. Hand colored in red, blue, green and yellow. 
(Photo) ($250-Up) 

The bottom depicts people bringing in the grape vines while in the 

center lies the tabernacle and the tents of Moses, Aaron and the 

Levites. 
The map measures ISVi x 8V2 inches and there are several folds 

with repaired edge slits at left; a clipped lower left corner and a tear 

in the bottom margin. 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS SESSION BEGINS AT 
5:00 P.M. 

CAMP OF THE ISRAELITES 

18 1740-80 map of the "Camp of the Israelites" According to 
Reyherus and Lamy together with the the tribal standards. 
Similar to the preceeding except in black and white 
only. ($200-Up) 
The map measures I3V2 x 8V2 inches and there is one prominent 

fold and minor edge nicks etc except for a small piece cut out of the 

bottom and a clipped bottom right corner. 

19 Mid 1700's map of "La Judee ou Palestine," red-orange- 
green hand coloration prepared for the study of the history 
of the Holy land by Signeur Brion; map engraved to the 
king (Louis XV) and printed in Paris. (Photo) ($250-Up) 

The map shows the land allotted to the 12 tribes of Israel, together 

with the territories of Egypt, Phoenicia, Syria and the Ishmaelites 

(Arabs). The royal and levite cities as well as the cities of refuge are 

specifically designated. There is a large cartouche showing Isaac at 

the well is at the upper left. 

The map has the usual atlas center fold and measures 151/2 x 11% 

inches. There is minor splitting at top and a chink in the right 

bottom edge with the usual spots. 

20 1800's. Map of the "Sacred Geography, taken from the Old 
and New Testament ... A general map of fhe countries, 
and cities mentioned in the Old and New Testament" 
engraved by R.W. Seale. (Photo) $550-Up) 

Used to illustrate the text of Numbers Chap. XXXIIl. There is fancy 

cartouche at top right in gold and red and in the lower left corner 

there is a map of the "Incampments of the Israelites in the 

Desert." 

The map further shows biblical sites, non Israelite tribes etc. all 

done in brown, red, green and blue. 

The map is 20 x 15% inches with a center fold and other light folds. 

21 Late 1700's map "shewing ye situation of Paradice and ye 
Country Inhabited by ye Patriarchs, designed for the 
better understanding ye Sacred History", (i.e. the events 
of Genesis). (Photo) ($550-Up) 

The map is in blue (water) red and brown (cities and mountains), 

green woods etc., and shows the location of Paradice (in southern 

Iraq), Noah's ark and the route (in yellow) of the patriach Abraham 

to the Holy Land. Each place or event enumerated has the 

pertinent biblical references under it. 

The map measures 20 x 16 inches and has a center fold as well as 

others to the right. A very attractive product of a simple era. 

RARE PALESTINE ISSUE 

22 1794 map of "Palestina" by M. Danville of the Royal Academy 
of Belles Lettres and of Sciences of Petersberg, Secretary of 
H.S.H. the Duke Orleans in June 1768, reprinted in 
London by Laurie & Whittle, May 12, 1794. (Photo) ($600- 

Up) 

The map shows the basic divisions of the area under the Herodian 

dynasty within a yellow border. There are three sub maps, one 

showing the 12 tribes in four colors, another of the Herodian City 

of Jerusalem with Herod Aggrippa's wall in front of Bezetha and a 

reduced scale distance measuring map. The map measures 28V2 x 

21V2 inches and there are holes or tears in the wide bottom margin, 

the map having only a vertical center fold. There are notations in 

French on the reverse. 

SUPERB HOLYLAND ISSUE 

23 Late 1700's specimen of a map of the Holy Land after work by 
Ch. Adrichom, engraved by William Holies, an English 
engraver active in London, 1607-1646. (Photo) ($600-Up) 

1 he map is colored red and green with blue water and brown 

mountains. Each tribe's territorv is demarcated and Sodom and 

Gomorra are shown in the middle of the Dead Sea and on flames, 

there are 16 battle fields marked, showing masses of pikimen, two 

from the 1st Crusade, the others being from Old Testament times. 

1 he map measures I4V2 x I6V2 inches (10 x 14 inches from the inner 

line), the edges are rough in places and the map folded at the 

center and reenforced on the back. 



JUDAIC MAPS—BROADSIDE 

SPECTACULAR JUDAEA ISSUE 

24 Numberg, ca 1700 map of "Judaea seu Palestina ob Sacratis- 
suma Redemtoris vestigia hodie dicta Terra Sancta . . 
etc by Job. Baptista Homanno, based on work by W.S. 
d'Abbeguille. (Photo) {$600-Up) 

The map shows Israel divided into the lands allotted to the twelve 

tribes in red, green and yellow areas. In the top left corners is a 

cartouche of Moses receiving the 10 commandements on Mt. 

Sinai, while at the lower right, Moses and his brother Aaron 

survey a map of the Promised Land together with a map of the 40 

years Wandering in the desert. The main map contains all the 

towns in the region around the first century AD and the route of 

invasion of the area by the 12 tribes. Evidentlv the sheet was folded 

when still wet and has the route and red boundary lines in mirror 

image on the opposite side. 

The map 23% x 20% inches, there are a few edge tears in the 

margin and there is splitting along the vertical center fold. 

SUPERB MAP OF PALESTINE 

25 1750 map of Palestine and the 12 tribes of John Christopher 
Harenberg, dedicated by the professor to the Most Serene 
Prince, Carl William Ferdinand, Duke of Brunswick-Lune- 

burg. (Photo) ($600-Up) 

The tribes are differentlv arrayed (in green, red and yellow) than 

the usual maps. Naphtali being shown on both sides of the Jordan 

River, there are two parts of Gad and Minon is surrounded by 

Judah and the Philistines. 

There is a map in the upper left of the Kingdoms of Israel and 

Judah; and two cartouches in the right corners. The one in the 

lower right shows the spies returning with the bunch of grapes. 

Map in attractively mounted, framed and glassed and measures 

(inside lines) 2OV2 x 18% inches. 

Please note that a 5 % buyers charge will be added to each lot 

purchased on all purchases. 

CENTENNIAL JUDAIC BROADSIDE 

26 1890. Centennial Broadside commemorating the exchange of 
letters between President George Washington and the 
"Hebrew Congregation in Newport, Rhode Island," 
Printed and copyrighted by Julius Loeb, 10 Spruce Street, 
N.Y., U.S. in 1890. (Photo) ($200-Up) 

There is a yellow tint of Stuart's Washington at the center; the text 

of Washington’s letter as written in script is reproduced at the left; 

the letter is reproduced in Hebrew at the right. This letter contains 

the famous assertion that Americans derived their religious 

freedom not from mere toleration but as of right and that the 

"Government of the United States . . . gives to bigotry no 

sanction, to persecution no assistance . . 

The congregation wrote to Washington because, with Rhode 

Island's ratification of the Constitution, they feared that the 

religious freedom given by that state (in common with only 

Marvland and Pennsylvania) might disappear. This fear was 

particularly strong because of the prevalence of state churches in 

New England and the various religious tests enforced elsewhere. 

Moreover, the United States Constitution made no specific refer¬ 

ence to freedom of religion. Washington's letter, while it does not 

mention the Bill of Rights (the First through lenth Amendments) 

which was being ratified at that time, does indirectly alude to it by 

the mention of religious freedom being a right. The President's 

letter was, therefore, a major public policy statement that went 

well beyond the concerns of Newport's Jewish community and 

spoke to the needs of all non-congregationalist or Anglican citizens 

in the United States. 

Attractively framed in black and gold. 
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A SMALL BUT BEAUTIFUL 
SELECTION OF MENORAHS 

FOUR EARLY 20th CENTURY NORTH 
AFRICAN HANGING MENORAHS. 

These are all cast brass in the form of a screen (somewhat Moorish 
in appearance) hand-engraved on the front surface afterwards. Each 
has a row of eight oil cups at the bottom, separately cast, each with a 
projecting lip for the wick, and each has another cup attached higher 
up to be used as an oil pitcher for filling the others. 

28 Early 20th Century. North Africa. Brass. (Photo) ($200-Up) 

9y4'' wide by 11” high including small top ring. Very similar to last 

but not identical, and with different engraving designs. Head 

missing from one bird at left; no fleur-de-lis hanger. 

27 Early 20th Century. North Africa. Brass. (Photo) ($200-Up) 

Nine inches wide, eleven inches high, topped by a four inch high 

ring ending in a fleur-de-lis design. Four tip decorations, almost 

certainly birds, broken off at sides. Engraved leaf and wheel 
patterns. 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS SESSION BEGINS AT 
5:00 P.M. 
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29 Early 20th Century. North Africa. Brass. (Photo) ($200-Up) 

VVi" wide, 9" high, topped bv a 4" high hanging ring topped bv a 

fleur-de-lis design. Similar to last two but smaller and somewhat 

more delicately engraved. Birds missing at left but ends of their 

supports rounded off, slight breaks in screen at upper left. 

30 Early 20th Century. North Africa. Brass. (Photo) ($200-Up) 

A radically different design from the previous three pieces: Almost 

Oriental in appearance, the screen designed as a circular wreath 

with a highly stylized Lion of Judah in the center, the platform 

beneath him and the upper part of his tail decorated with fleur-de- 

lis designs cast as part of the screen. Hole at top for hanging. 

Nearly 8V2 inches in diameter, overall height nearly 10 inches. 

31 Turn of the Century. Polish? Brass. (Photo) ($100-Up) 

Basically constructed like a victory column with arms: hollow 

square base 3'A inches on a side, then a rising beveled section, also 

square, with leaf ornamentation. Above this rises a 1 Vs inch square 

section nearly HA inches high, the lower part ornamented with 

loops and a continuous band of roses, the upper section done in 

leaf patterns. Then there is a round colmn base, plain though 

double-tapered, above which rises a fluted straight column more 

than 8 inches high surmounted by a globe on top of which is an 

oval in a wreath, a small ball at the very top. Four pairs of flat arms 

project from the column, rising on their vertical elements to form 

an even row of eight holders for thin candles. On the back of the 

column is a small similar holder for a candle to light the others. 

Rather simple, slightly crude work, probably the local product of a 

small village craftsman, charming in its very simplicity. 
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32 Late 1800's? North Africa. Brass. (Photo) ($150-Up) 

At the front a flat base 8V2" x 212” with raised sides, containing 

eight cylindrical candle holders with flared rims. Behind them rises 

a fan-shaped screen ornamented in wheels, circles, etc., typical 

North African designs. At the left is attached a cup to hold a candle 

for lighting the others. There is a holed plate on the back for wall 

hanging. 

33 World War II Period? Europe Sheet Metal. (Photo) ($125-Up) 

Crudely handmade emergency Menorah: circular base made from 

the 5 inches top of a can with the conical top of a gas can (?) attached 

to it, base filled with sand for weight. Central column made from a 

metal tube or pipe. Flat metal strip horizontal on top, supporting 

eight metal oil cups made from some sort of can or bottle caps about 

V2 inch high, each with a small metal strip across the top pierced for 

a wick. Wire ornamentation between column and top bar. Total 

height 11 inches. Possibly made in a concentration camp? 

<6. - 

<6 

34 Turn of the Century. Dutch. Brass. (Photo) ($250-Up) 

Candlestick-shaped piece nearly IOV2 inches high, solid brass. 

Turned base, turned stem, eight arms in four pairs projecting 

upwards from stem to hold the candle cups. Top of stem crowned 

with a flame motif. Another cup, more modern, on a brass rod in a 

socket on back of stem, used to hold candle for lighting the others. 

Maker's marks on a brass plaque inside hollow base. An interest¬ 

ing transitional design. 

35 Early 1900's. Germany? Silver plated brass. (Photo) ($200-Up) 

On a sloping hollow base 7V2'' x 2", the front panel containing a 

Hebrew inscription in raised letters on a beaded background, a row 

of eight small oil cups with flared mouths. At the back of the 

platform rises an ornamental screen featuring, beneath a crown 

and mantles, a Menorah supported by lions within scrollwork 

borders. Attached to the lower right edge of the screen in a similar 

cup, with a more modern attractive design. 
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36 Late 1800's. Germany. Beautiful Silver Oil-Lamp, weighing 
nearly 2V2 Pounds. (Photo) ($1,000-Up) 

On a hollow rectangular base platform, IOV2" x 4V4" by 11.4" high, 

ornamented with fern scrolls, a raised silver bar bearing eight small 

silver oil cups with wide mouths, each ornamented with a band of 

roses. Side screens about 1 inch high rise at the sides, and, at the 

rear of the platform, there is a lovely back screen showing, in the 

center, an eight-branched Tree of Life (another Menorah!) beneath 

a crown, flanked bv spiral silver columns supporting a decorative 

arch. At each side, behind the columns, a fluted vase with fern 

scrolls arising from it. Border columns are crowned at the top by a 

scrolled edge motif. Attached to the top of the back screen at either 

side are: a small cup like the oil cups, and a small silver oil pitcher, 

each with a band of roses as decoration. A really lovely piece, of 

fine workmanship. 

Please note that a 5 % buyers charge will be added to each lot 

purchased on all purchases. 

37 Early Twentieth Century. German? Silver, weighing more 
than 2y2 pounds. (Photo) ($850-Llp) 

A beautiful piece of unusually graceful design. Hexagonal base, 

4-y4 inches on a side, sloping upwards in the center to form a 9V2 

inch high round-topped cone with four bands near the center. 

From this cone project four S-curved arms on each side, each arm 

divided in two in the center and gripping a small ball between the 

two parts. The arms terminate in horizontal bars which support the 

eight candle holders (vase-shaped). On the back of the cone is a 

removable arm holding a similar (but probably more modern) 

candle-cup for the candle used to light the others. The cone itself is 

topped by a Star of David. Maker's makrs are stamped into two of 

the corners of the hexagonal base. One of the candle-cups is bent 

out of line, but can be straightened without difficulty bv a jeweler. 

Remains of wax in the cups - has been used for its proper purpose 

within the past few years! 
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38 1881. Poland, by Pogorzelski. Beautiful silver piece, weighing 
nearly two pounds. (Photo) ($1,000-Up) 
A gorgeous specimen, 8V2 inches wide by nearly 11 inches tall, 

with marvelous ornamentation. Above four scrolled legs 1'/i 

inches high rises 1 V2 inch high platform with decorated edges. At 

the front edge of the platform, eight simple vaseshaped candle 

holders IV4 inches high with flared lips. Behind them, on stands 

rising from the platform, are, left to right, an antelope, an eagle, 

and a unicorn. At either side, also rising from the platform, are a 

lion and a palm tree, two birds in the top of each tree. Behind all 

this rises the back screen, a mirror-finished area with tablet¬ 

shaped bosses at the sides near the trees and a shield-shaped boss 

in the center bearing a frosted silver disign of two parrots clutching 

the sides of a ring within which sits a Bird of Paradise. At the upper 

edge of the screen on either side are frosted motifs of vines and 

grapes. In the center of the top on a removable rod is a silver cup of 

amphora shape to hold the candle for lighting the others. Loop at 

top for wall hanging. Superb! Dated maker's stamp on platform. 

39 Late 1800's. Germany. Silver and Gilt, weighing two 
pounds. (Photo) ($1,000-Up) 

A beautiful oil-lamp consisting of a silver base 8V4" x 2V2" on four 

legs ornamented with leaf design; at the rear of the base rises a 

silver screen VW x SVi” with eight shallow alcoves of mirror- 

finished silver at the bottom, mirror-finish double tablets of the 

Law at center supported by two embossed lions over sun rays, 

floral patterns around the edges, and a beautiful crown at the top; 

on the front of the base are the eight oil-lamps, each cast in the form 

of a lion of Judah with a wick-tube projecting from the mouth, the 

heads hinged to act as lids (the lions are gilt silver, providing an 

extremely handsome two-color effect to the piece, enhanced by the 

mirror-finish alcoves behind them); at the top left and right of the 

screen are somewhat more modern silver vessels: a small oil 

pitcher for filling the lamps, and a small pot to store a candle for 

lighting the lamps. A magnificeni specimen!! 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS SESSION BEGINS AT 
5:00 P.M. 
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SPICE BOXES 

Lot 41 

40 Spice Box. European Silver. (Photo) ($200-Up) 

2V2 inches wide, nearly 8 inches high. On an attractive circular 

base of successive scalloped steps rises a cubical spice box, slotted 

on the sides, with a small door, hinged, with turning latch. From 

the roof of the cube rise small free-turning flags in the four corners, 

a fifth such flag surmounting a thin cone in the center, three 

maker's stamps on side of base. Simple but attractive design. 

41 Spice Box. European Silver. (Photo) ($200-Up) 

Almost 2V2 inches in diameter, over 8 inches high. Above a 

circular stepped base with reverse moulding, 2V2 inches high, rises 

a circular spice box about 2 inches high, done in lattice-work, with 

a small hinged door with turning latch. The top is slightly domed, 

and from the dome rises a 3 inch high cone topped by a freely 

turning pennant. Verv similar in concept and execution to the 

other Spice Box, equally attractive. 

42 Late 1800's. Silver Breastplate shaped like Coat of Arms. 
Germany? (Photo) ($600-Up) 

11 y2 inches wide, llVz inches high. Repousse, in center the len 

Commandments with crown above, within wreath, flanked by two 

supporting lions standing on floral ornaments. Beneath wreath, 

recessed plaque engraved in Hebrew. At bottom, banner engraved 

in Hebrew, and a small oval framed area unengraved, lop and 

sides draped with mantles, crown above all. 1 wo maker s stamps 

near lions: "KM" and a small head i>f the Moon, crowned by a 

crescent, in a five-lobed rose. A beautiful piece. 

43 Late 1800's. Silver Breastplate, circular with mantling. Ger¬ 
many? (Photo) ($500-L)p) 

It) inches wide, 12 inches high. In a circular frame, unengraved Ten 

Commandments tablets supported b\ two rampant lions standing 

on part of a wreath, recessed plaque beneath tablets engraved in 

Hebrew, flowers above tablets. Floral decoration along bottom 

border and edge, criiwn above mantling like Coat of Arms at top of 

the breastplate. Two maker's stamps below circular frame: "KM?" 

and small head of the Moon as last. Ver\ handsome piece. 
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43A Late 1800's. Poland. Silver, Spice Container, converted from 
an Esrog Box. Weighs nearly 1V2 pounds. (Photo) ($700- 

Up) 

A magnificent specimen, cup-shaped on footed base, highly 

ornamented. Base is circular, SVt" wide at at the flared tip. The 

base forms part of an ornamental holder for it. Above the circular 

base section is a cylindrical cut-out repousse area done in alternat¬ 

ed three-leaf dividers and central egg and flowers design. Sur¬ 

rounding the cup itself are two large Stars of David alternating 

with two draped vine-leaf and fruit decorations. Above these, 

supporting the frame around the lip, are a series of 14 smaller egg 

and floral ornaments, cut-out. The top of this cup-frame has a 

horizontal projecting rim, increasing diameter to about 5", of 12 

sections in groups alternating between two areas with roses and a 

third with fernlike leaves. Above the horizontal plane the piece is 

capped by a series of 34 slightly outward-curved flanges repeating 

the leaf-pattern used on lower sections. At a later date, around or 

shortly after 1919, a silver handle was added, piercing the center of 

the cup base and secured by a silver bar. The handle, topped by a 

circular section of vine design, is secured inside the cup by a Greek 

silver coin dated 1919 and curved to provide a smooth surface. 

Total height including handdle is 9 ". Exceptional! 

Spectacular Converted Esrog Box 

EXCEPTIONAL BERGEN-BELSEN ITEM 

"OUR DESTRUCTION IN PICTURES" 

44 1946. Collected and edited by Rafael Olevski, David Rosental, 
Paul Trepman, under the auspices of the Central Commit¬ 
tee of the Liberated Jews in the British zone. Published by 
"Our Voice", Bergen-Belsen, (Germany), December 1946. 

A 38 page photographic history of the Nazi Holocaust 
experience of the former inmates of the Bergen-Belsen 
Concentration Camp together with introduction and cap¬ 
tions in English, German, and Hebrew on pictures cap¬ 
tured from SS Guards. 

The pictures were published on the old premise that 
pictures are the equal of a torrent of words and much 
needed to be said and done about those responsible for 
Nazi crimes. 

The pictures cover the Polish ghettos, the destruction of 
synagogues in Germany, marching the German Jews off 
to "Protective Custody", cutting the hair and beards of 
Polish Jews, scenes of the movement of prisoners to the 
gas chambers on the slave labor camps, the executions, the 
heaps of corpses and the mass burials, the starved prison¬ 
ers and other horrors. 

115 Illustrations on pages I4V2 x 12 inches. Incred¬ 
ible. ($200-Up) 

EARLY JUDAIC MEDALS 

45 1600's. Moses Medal. 33mm bronze with evidence of silver 
wash. Weight 24 grams. (Photo) ($150-Up) 
Obverse, extremely high portrait facing left with "Moshe” (Moses) 

in Hebrew on collar. The reverse has the Second Commandment 

"Thou shalt not have other Gods before me". Beautifully cast with 

characteristic edge marks and gas bubbles. Should grade XF if 

graded at all. Beautiful and Rare. 

46 1600's. Christ Medal in Hebrew. Cast in 38mm bronze with 
silver wash, this 46gram medal, superbly produced, de¬ 
picts Jesus and names him on the obverse, using Hebrew 
letters. The reverse, in Hebrew, proclaims him the Mes¬ 
siah, King of the Land and Sea. For a complete description 
of this beautiful medal we refer you to The Medallic 
Portraits of Christ by G.F. Hill published in 1920 by 
Oxford University Press. See page 50. (Photo) ($150-Up) 

Please note that a 5 % buyers charge will be added to each lot 
purchased o)i all purchases. 
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47 1600's. Christ Medal in Hebrew. Cast in 34mm copper, this 16 
gram medal is similar to the previously offered piece. 
There is minor wear and a planchet clip at 5 o'clock. Still 
very attractive and rare. See reference to story in Hill in 
previous offering. (Photo) ($150-Up) 

48 1600's. Christ Medal in Hebrew. Cast in 35mm bronze and 
weighing 18 grams, this specimen, though showing signs 
of wear, is clear and complete in every detail. Apparently 
worn at our time, it is holed at 12 o'clock. See Hill reference 
in previous offering for story on this attractive medal. 
(Photo) ($50-Up) 

49 1800's. False Shekels. A group of two of these interesting 
Shekels. Both proclaim "Shekel Yisroail" (Shekel of Isra¬ 
el). Both show the characteristic chalice or jug or incense 
burner with rising smoke. Both are inscribed on the 
reverse "For the redemption of Jerusalem". Attractive and 
interesting. ($40-Up) 

50 1938-1961. Haganah Token and Liberation medal. ($10-Up) 

The Haganah token, equal to Vz Mil, was a form of emergency 

money during the Mandate. The Liberation medal in 19mm bronze 

was removed from a 1965 Season's Greetings bookmark. 

SCARCE PAPER JUDAICA 

EARLY U.S. CONTINENTAL NOTES 

MAY 9, 1776 

RARE JEWISH SIGNER 

51 $4. VG. ($100-Up) 

No. 21595, signed bv Benjamin Jacobs (bold in black) one of two 

Jewish signers of such notes and the scarcer of the two. Also signed 

by Leech. Frayed around edges, soiled. 

FEBRUARY 26, 1777 

BALTIMORE ISSUE 

SCARCE JEWISH SIGNER 

52 $2. VG/Fine + . ($75-Up) 

No. 56387 (?) signed by Benjamin Levy (one of two Jewish signers 

of Continental notes), the other signature is faded. I his note while 

having traces of crispness and a wide left margin is somewhat 

worn in appearance on the face. 

SCARCE JEWISH SIGNER 

53 $8. VG-Fine, soiled. ($75-Up) 

Faded number and signature of Benjamin Levy, one of two Jewish 
signers of such notes. 

ROTHSCHILD 
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54 SECOND BANK OF THE UNITED STATES (1816-1841). 40 
Share Stock Certificate #40723, dated 22 October 1834, to 
the order of Nathan M. Rothschild of London, the famous 
Jewish financier. VF, shaved borders. (Photo) ($200-Up) 

Signed by Samuel Jaudon, the Bank's Cashier and European agent 

and by Nicholas Biddle, the Bank's President. Endorsed on the 

reverse bv R.H.J. Phillips (Rothschild's attorney) January 2, 1837. 

(The cagey banker saw the trouble the bank was getting into and 

prudently sold his interest). 

PROPOSED U.S. BANK NOTE 

"BANKS IN THE UNITED STATES" 

55 $10. 181-. Printed on cross laid paper by Moritz Furst. Unc., 
with tabs at sides. (Photo) ($250-Up) 

Moritz Furst was the Jewish die sinker at the U.S. Mint who 

produced, at the behest of the U.S. Congress, many of the mint 

medals honoring the Army and Navy heroes of the War of 1812. 

Evidently he hoped bv his workmanship to become a bank note 

engraver, perhaps even for the 2nd Bank of the United States. Ihe 

comparatively crude note was already behind the times however 

and no issued notes bv Moritz Furst are known to us. 

56 1894, February 11th. Lottcrv ticket of build a synagogue. ($75- 

Up) 
Printed in Bulgarian, French & German, it was issued bv the 

Jewish community in Sophia, it shows the design of the proposed 

synagogue. In new condition. 1 his should command a great deal 

of interest. 
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57 

58 

59 

60 

1894. Bulgarian Lottery Ticket. W*" x 5%". ($75-Up) 

A most unusual piece of fiscal paper which indicates that there will 

be a 15,tXX) Leva prize with the proceeds of the lottery to be utilized 

to build a temple for German lews in the capital of Bulgaria. It is 

also noted on the ticket that the first prize was donated by the 

"Duchess .Maria Louise." Very scarce and desirable. 

1897. Receipt, in Russian, issued by a Jewish agricultural 
organization in Syria & Palestine. The receipt is written in 
Russian and endorsed in Hebrew. Very interesting. ($50- 

Up) 

VERY RARE ROMAN CATHOLIC 

JERUSALEM PILGRIM'S CERTIFICATE IN LATIN 

July 1, 1897. Certificate made out to Drum (?) Albert Winter, 
an American, and signed July 9, 1897 by Father Joseph C. 
Urban, appostolic representative in Jerusalem. Rare. 

($300-Up) 
The certificate 390mm. by 260mm. has the coat of arms of the 

Jerusalem diocese at the top under which appears "IN THE NAME 

OF GOD, AMEN" in Latin and the text recounting that Winter had 

visited all the sacred places of the Christian faith, for which he was 

entitled to receive certain spiritual indulgences and benefits under 

the rules of the church. 

The certificate was printed by the Franciscan Fathers at Jerusalem 

on paper watermarked "P" (ontifex) "M" (aximus), chief bridge 

builder, a papal title, together with the coat of arms of Pope Leo 

Xlll. The document has an embossed seal with the arms of the 

church custodians at the center and the words in Latin (translated) 

around the side "Seal of the (?) Mount Sion and Keepers of the 

Holy Places", at bottom right. This item is Very Fine or so, being 

quarter folded both ways. 

1900's. Donation of 100 Mils - for completion of a great 
synagogue in Tel Aviv. 7" x SVz". Scarce. ($50-Up) 

65 1910. Naturalization papers of Sam Twalovitz. (Photo) 
($50-Up) 

Issued in Ulster Heights, New York State, the papers are back- 

stamped by the passport agency in 1923 as well as when registering 

at the American Consulate in Palestine in 1925. Signed by the 

American Consul, Oscar S. Heizer. A second stamp for a renewal 

of passport is dated 1926. Unusual and interesting. (Photo) 

66 1920's. "Keren Haiessod" - Jewish National Fund. Donation 
receipt issued in Vienna. Austria - "for the colonization of 
Palestine and Syria." Two different pieces. Very scarce. 2 
Pcs. ' ($100-Up) 

EXTREMELY SCARCE MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE IN 
THE CENTRAL UNIVERSAL YESHIVA 

OF THE LATE RABBI ABRAHAM ISAAC KOOK 
CHIEF RABBI OF THE HOLY LAND-JERUSALEM 

62 Early 1900's. Membership Certificate in the Central Universal 
Yeshiva. 13" x ISVz". An extraordinary document printed 
in English and Hebrew. Stamped and sealed by the 
Director of Central Universal Yeshiva, Jerusalem. 

($150-Up) 

63 1905. Money Order-U.S. to Palestine ($30-Up) 

Issued for $1.00, this note started out in Des Moines, Iowa and was 

sent to Jerusalem with instruction that it be paid in Austrian 

crowns. The money order only identified the receiver. The pay¬ 
ment was made about 1 month later. 

SWASTIKA IMPRINTED 

U.S. CLEARING HOUSE RECEIPTS 

64 1907. PENNSYLVANIA. Pittsburgh. PITTSBURGH CLEAR¬ 
ING HOUSE. $5, $10, $20. Last payable by the Peoples 
N.B. 4 languages on the reverse. Swastikas in grey, green 
or yellow used as background for these 1907 certificates. 
Unc., punch cancelled. 3 Pcs. ($100-Up) 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS SESSION BEGINS AT 
5:00 P.M. 

EXCEPTIONAL RUSSIAN-JEWISH DOCUMENT 

67 1920. Hebrew Academy in the town of "Bachmud" - Ukraine, 
Russia. 7" x 7". ($100-Up) 
A most exceptional document which reads as follows "the teau- 

dat" (bearer) of this document was educated in a Jewish girls 

school - verified by the Society of Consumers, Ministry of Culture. 

Most unusual - very interesting. 

68 1922. Anti-Semitic notes of Austria. 1 & 2 Krona with anti- 
semitic remarks printed on back. ($30-Up) 

69 1925. Palestine Immigrant Cerficate. Issued to Adin Abram. 
Photo missing. ($50-Up) 

70 1925. Membership Certificate in Zichron David 
Cooperative. ($50-Up) 
The member planned to purchase fund for 183 Pounds (almost 

$1000). He paid £123 in two payments and a final payment of £60 as 

signed and certified by the Coop. This offering contains the 

original check for £120 and the attached transfer stamps. Complete 

and unusual. 

71 1927-1932. Russian Jewish Lottery Ticket. Printed in both 
Russian & Yiddish, each is for 50 Kopeks and with a 
maximum prize of 10,000 Rubles. 5 Pcs. Extremely unusual 
and rare. ($100-Up) 

72 1921. U.S. Passport. Issued for travel to Palestine and validat¬ 
ed for travel to Egypt, Italy, Poland, Germany and Austria. 
Issued to Morris Block who was born in Poland and 
apparently spent 4 years traveling through Europe and the 
Middle East. Fascinating. ($50-Up) 

73 1930's. Loan payment book from Palestine. ($50-Up) 
The original loan was 4600 mils (almost $25) to be paid back in 27 

payments of 150 mils each and a serial payment of 200 mils as well 

as a first payment of 350 mils. After making 5 payments, there is no 

evidence that the loan was paid back since the balance of the book 

is intact. Extremely interesting. 
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74 1930's. Bank Check from Haifa, Syria. Written in Arabic from 
Ahmedhadj Ibramim and Freres, the check contains 2 
early mandate stamps-OPDA & HJ2. It is interesting to 
note that Hadj in the name of a person means that he has 
that he has made the pilgrimage to Mecca. ($20-Up) 

75 1930. Promissory note in Arabic issued in Haifa. Issued by 
Baiek Tempelgesellschaft in Haifa it contains a 20 mil 
Palestine revenue stamp. ($20-Up) 

76 1931. Halvaah Vehisachon Cooperative Society. Deposit 
certificate for 5 Palestine Pounds #1546. The certificate 
was redeemed in 1939. The coupons originally attached, 
have all been redeemed. " ($100-Up) 

77 1931. Kolel Hibath Jerusalem. Receipt for 1.75 Marks to this 
Galizian Jewish congregation in Palestine. Its leader was 
called Charity Rabbi Mayer Baal Haness. Extremely attrac¬ 
tive certificate. ($50-Up) 

78 1933. Chicago World's Fair Pass. Issued to the account of the 
Palestine Railroad and used 5 of the 10 times available. 
Even though required, this pass was never signed. Should 
be of interest to World's Fair collectors as well as those 
interested in Judaica. ($50-Up) 

79 1934. Bne-Binyamin Cooperative Bank. Certificate for 2 
Palestine Pounds, #3373. Issued to David Caspey of Tel 
Aviv and sealed by the bank. There is no stamp indicating 
redemption. Slightly worse at the center fold. ($75-Up) 

80 1935. Bank Zerubabel. Certificate for 5 Palestine Pounds, 
certificate #19623. Issued to Ezra Shashaua, the certificate 
shows only natural folding and is in excellent 
condition. ($100-Up) 

OPERATION BERNHARD 

BANK OF ENGLAND'S FORGERIES 

81 January 24, 1935. £5. VE/XE. Scarce. ($50-Up) 

Prepared by Jewish prisoners of war in the Nazi Sachsenhausen 

prison in order to destroy the monetary structure of England (see 

Goldstein sale lot 458 for entire story). 

82 April 17, 1935. £10. Almost Uncirculated. Scarce. ($50-Up) 

83 March 13, 1936. £5. Fine to VF. ($50-Up) 

84 1936. Russian Passport to Palestine. ($50-Up) 

Issued by the British Consul in Moscow, there is also a visa to 

Greece as a transit country. Issued in June 1936, it was valid until 

July 1937. The visitor arrived in Palestine Dec. 7, 1936. 

85 1939. Military Pass. Issued by Mandate Government in 
Jerusalem. Photograph missing. ($15-Up) 

86 N.D. Membership card in Irgun. The illegal military group 
during the Mandate. The suggested map of Israel with a 
hand and rifle superimposed was their symbol. The orga¬ 
nization was lead at one time by the now Prime Minister 
Menachim Begin. ($50-Up) 

87 1941. Bank of Rome. As custodian of enemy property, the 
bank issued 10 pounds to a citizen of Tel-Aviv. ($10-Up) 

88 1943. United Rabbinical Board. Receipt for a donation of 100 
Mils. Also contained is a statement of the purpose for the 
donation and a blessing to the giver. ($100-Up) 

Unusuallv attractive and desirable. This group is the Union of all 

the religious authorities in Jerusalem. 

89 1945. Post WWII Jewish Newspaper. Issued in Frankfort in 
November, 1945, the front page has a memorial page to the 
people in Theresienstadt Concentration camp as well as a 
story on the approaching Chanukah 5706. Ihe newspaper 
is written in German. Interesting, unusual, and 
rare. ($100-Up) 

90 1946. Mandate officers club card. Issued to Jolau Friedmann 
who paid 25 mils a month as a membership fee. ($10-Up) 

90A 1947. Kibbutz money. Kibbut Gvat. 7 pieces issued before 
statehood, all crisp. ($25-Up) 

91 1950's. Supplementary Food Stamps. Issued by the Tel Aviv- 
Jaffa Municipality as additional food for the sick, the 
stamps were cut from the sheet as needed. About 75% of 
the sheet is intact. ($15-Up) 

92 1950-1955. State of Israel Bonds. Bond certificates dated 1950, 
1952, 1954 & 1955, all for 10 Israel Lirat and cancelled. 
Exfremely attractive and showing the signatures as they 
appear on Israel's paper money-Kaplan, Zaggagi, Nee- 
man, Eshko. Interesting and of historical interest. ($25-Up) 

93 1959. Promissory note. Issued to the senior Vicar-American 
patriarchate for 40 pounds. Payment was made on time 
and the note appropriately cancelled. ($10-Up) 

94 1960-1962. Kibbutz Money. Kibbutz Gvat. 6 pieces plus a 
booklet of 7 notes. 13 Pcs. ($25-Up) 

95 1974-1975. Kibbutz Money. Kibbutz Gvat. 19 page booklet of 
membership "pocket money" totaling 400 Israel 
Lirat. ($10-Up) 

96 N.D. Kibbutz Money. Kibbutz Naveh Ya'av. 6 notes from 
one pruta to 5 lirat. All notes crisp and fresh. ($20-Up) 

97 1960. Entrance ticket to Israel military parade. Issued for May 
2, 1960, it carries the symbol of Zahal, the Israel armed 
forces as well as the counterstamp of the State of Israel. 
Corner is missing, probably removed as a sign that the 
ticket was used. ($10-Up) 

98 1962. Egged Bus Co. Lottery Ticket. Egged is essentially a 
coop, owned by its employees. Apparently there was a 
need for cash, leading to the lottery. Rare, since Egged no 
longer runs lotteries. ($25-Up) 

99 N.D. Stamp Booklet. Kereu Hasmita stamps complete with 
tab. Used as a fund raising technique. ($20-Up) 

100 N.D. Stamp Booklet. Kereu Hasmita another booklet, com¬ 
plete, as before. ($20-Up) 

101 1955. Propaganda Money. Issued during the political cam¬ 
paign in 1955, the face is a facsimile of a U.S. $1 bill over 
printed in red. ($10-Up) 

102 N.D. Eacsimile of £1 1955 Note. Used for propaganda pur¬ 
poses. 2 Pcs. ($10-Up) 

103 N.D. Facsimile of a £5 1952 Note. Advertisement for Carmel 
wines and Richou 777 Israeli brandy. Strong center 
fold. ($10-Up) 

104 N.D. Funeral Services Payment Booklet. Issued by the Jew¬ 
ish National Fund during the Mandate, used to pay for 
Yiskor services. Booklet is intact. ($50-Up) 

105 N.D. Tel Aviv Food Stamp Booklet. 6 pages of stamps, 

mostly intact. ($10-Up) 

106 N.D. Shekel Donation Receipts. A group of 8 of these 
interesting documents. ($25-Up) 

107 N.D. Bank Checks of Palestine & Israel. Blank checks on 16 
banks, many no longer in existence. One is from the 
Jewish Colonial Irust, a group started bv Dr. I'heodore 
Herzl. ($50-Up) 
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U)8 N.D. Payment request, trom the Jewish Publication “Judisher 
Verlag" in Berlin. Undoubtedly issued prior to W.W. 11, 
perhaps in the late 1930's. ' ($15-Up) 

109 N.D. Kerin Kayemeth Israel. Booklet of stamps from the 
Jewish National Fund. Each sheet of 6 stamps can be used 
to assemble a map of Eretz Israel. Three sheets of stamps, 
complete and old. ($25-Up) 

PALESTINE MANDATE COINS 

110 1927-1940. Palestine Mandate. A small group containing the 1 
mil 1927 Unc., 50 mil 1933 VF, 100 mil 1940 G and 100 mil 
1940 Unc. ($75-Up) 

111 1927-1946. Palestine Mandate Coinage. All Coins B.U. In¬ 
cluded are the following: 

1 Mil 1927, 1937, 1941, 1944 
5 Mil 1927, 1942, 1944, 1946 
10 Mil 1946 
50 Mil 1933, 1935, 1939 
100 Mil 1935, 1939, 1940 
15 Pcs. ($300-Up) 

Coins mounted in deluxe specialty album. 

STATE OF ISRAEL 

MILS-PRUTA COINAGE 

CHOICE 1948 ISSUE 

112 1948 . 25 Mils. BU. ($550-Up) 

A beautiful example of this rarity with a minimum of bag marks 

and an excellent surface. Quality examples of the 1948 coins, the 

only Israel coin dated 1948, are becoming extremely difficult to 

locate. 

RARE CHOICE 1948 UNIFACE SPECIMEN 

113 1948. 25 Mils. AU + + . (Photo) ($300-Up) 
One of the finest of this rarity ever offered. Were it not for a 

planchet flaw at 7 o'clock, this would probably be the finest 

known. Has the metal "bumps" on obverse, characteristic of the 

genuine coin. Worthy of a record bid. 

114 1949. 25 Mils. Open link, roated 340 . Unc. ($50-Up) 

Extremely rare in higher grades, this coin misses the choice 

category because of a planchet flaw in the left obverse field. Still a 

very attractive example of this rarity. 

115 1949. 25 Mils. Open Link, Fine-E. 2 Pcs. ($20-Up) 

116 1949. 25 Mils. Closed Link. BU-Choice. ($50-Up) 

117 1949. 25 Mils. Closed Link. Br. Unc. ($50-Up) 

118 1949-1957. The Pruta coinage of Israel. All BU. An ideal 
starter set of these desirable coins in top grade. Lacking 
only 5 coins for completion. All coins BU. 22 Pcs. 

($100-Up) 

The group contains the following: 25 Mil 1949, 1 Pruta 1949 with 

and without pearl. 5 Prutat 1949 with and without pearl, 10 Prutat 

1949 without pearl, 10 Prutat 1952, 1957 aluminum and 1957 

anodized, 25 Prutat 1949 with and without pearl, 25 Prutat 1954, 50 

Prutat 1949 with and without pearl, 50 Prutat 1954 magnetic, 100 

Prutat 1949, 1954 Berne Die and 1955, 250 Prutat 1949 with and 

without pearl as well as the 250 and 500 Prutat in silver. 

119 1949-1957. Israel's Pruta Trade Coins. A dealer or investor lot 
of trade coins, containing the following: 1 Pruta 1949 
without pearl Unc. (4). 5 Prutat 1949 without pearl Unc. 10 
Prutat 1949 without pearl Unc. (2), 10 Prutat 1949 with 
pearl Circ. 50 Prutat 1949 without pearl Unc. 100 Prutat 
1949 Unc. 250 Prutat 1949 without pearl Unc. 250 Prutat 
1949 silver (6), 10 Prutat 1952 Unc. 25 Prutat 1954 Unc. (4), 
50 Prutat 1954 reeded edge Circ, 50 Prutat 1964 steel Unc. 
(4), 100 Prutat 1954 Berne Die Unc. (3). 100 Prutat 1955 Unc. 
(2), 10 Prutat 1957 Aluminum Unc. (2), 10 Prutat 1957 
Anodized Unc. (2). Also included is a 1938 Haganah token 
Circl. 37 Pcs. ($100-Up) 

120 1949. 1 Pruta. P-4a Proof. ($75-Up) 

ICI, with pearl. 

121 1949. 1 Pruta. P-4a Proof. ($75-Up) 

ICI w/pearl. 

122 1949. 5 Prutat. P-6a. Proof. ($75-Up) 

ICI w/Pearl. 

123 1949. 5 Prutat. P-6a. Impaired Proof. ($50-Up) 

124 1949. 10 Prutat. P-8a. Proof. ($75-Up) 

ICI w/pearl. 

125 1949. 25 Prutat. P-13a. Proof. ($75-Up) 

ICI w/pearl. 

126 1949. 25 Prutat. P-13a. Proof. ($75-Up) 

ICI with pearl. 

AGOROT COINAGE 

127 1961. 25 Agorat. All coins BU. 30 pcs. in annotated envelopes 
describing Type I and II. ($50-Up) 

128 1970. 5 Agorat. A-211. Doubled Die Reverse. Choice 
BU. ($25-Up) 

With less than 800 examples known, this rarity brought $25 in the 

Weiss auction, lot 543. 

129 1970. 5 Agorat. A-211. Doubled Die Reverse. BU. Lot of 2 
coins. ($50-Up) 

An unusual opportunity to acquire additional specimens of this 

rare coin. 
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130 1960-1964. Agorat Specialty Variety Collection. Put together 
by Dr. Bob Weiss, a die variety specialist, each coin in this 
group is identified and described on its individual enve¬ 
lope. Included are recut and reengraved dies, doubling, 
die breaks and rotated dies. Condition runs from Circulat¬ 
ed to BU. 

I960 - f Agora - 5 coins 
5 Agorat - 1 Coin 

10 Agorat - 3 Coins 
25 Agorat - 5 Coins 

14 coins 

1962 - 1 Agora - 22 Coins 
5 Agorat - 17 Coins 

10 Agorat - 14 Coins 
25 Agorat - 10 Coins 

63 Coins 

1961 - 1 Agora - 5 Coins 
5 Agorat - 6 Coins 

10 Agorat - 3 Coins 
25 Agorat - 5 Coins 

19 Coins 

1963 - 1 Agora - 6 Coins 
Vz Lirat - 8 Coins 
1 Lirat - 8 Coins 

22 Coins 

1964 - 1 Agora - 6 Coins 
5 Agorat - 3 Coins 

10 Agorat - 2 Coins 
Vz Lirat - 2 Coins 

13 Coins 

Total coins - 131. A perfect lot for the student of Israel 
trade coins. ($350-Up) 

131 1965-1971. Agorat specialty variety collection. The balance of 
the collection, as follows. 

1965 - 1 Agora - 5 Coins 
5, 10, 25, VzL - 1 each 
Total = 10 coins 

($75-Up) 
1966 - 1 Agora - 3 Coins 

5, 10, 25, IL -1 each 
VzL -2 coins 
Total = 9 Coins 

1967 - 1 Agora - 2 Coins 
5, 25, VzL - 1 each 
10 Agorat - 2 Coins 
1 Sivat - 6 Coins 
Total = 13 Coins 

1968 - 1 Agora - 4 Coins 
1 Sirat - 3 Coins 
Total = 7 Coins 

1969 - 1 Agora - 1 Coin 

1971 - 1 Agora - 2 Coins 
Total = 69 coins. 

1970 - 1 Agora - 10 Coins 
5 Agorat - 7 Coins 
10 Agorat - 2 Coins 
25 Agorat - 1 Coin 
Vz Lirat - 3 Coins 
1 Lirat - 4 Coins 
Total = 27 Coins 

132 1960-1970. A small grouping of special varieties. Put together 
by the same specialist, these contain some of his own new 
discoveries. Each coin is in its own annotated envelope. 
Miscellaneous dates. 

1 Agora - 8 Coins 
5 Agorat - 6 Coins 

10 Agorat - 7 Coins 
25 Agorat - 8 Coins 

29 Coins 
($100-Up) 

133 1960-1964. Agorat Varieties. All Unc. ($25-Up) 
1 Agora 1964 - 28 Coins 

10 Agorat 1962 - 52 Coins 
25 Agorat I960 - 42 Coins 
25 Agorat 1962 - 51 Coins 
Total 173 Coins 

134 1960-1967. 1 Agora. Circulated. 9 packets and tubes contain¬ 
ing 357 coins. All coins are classified and include all types 
and varieties. Good dealer stock. ($20-Up) 

35 1962. One Agora. 103 W. All BU. A new variety authenticated 
by Sylvia Haffner. A group of 281 examples, including 109 
examples of a mule between 103 W and the normal 103. All 
examples are annotated in envelopes on plastic 

__($100-Up) 

136 1962. 1 Agora. A-103b. All coins circulated to XF. From the 
discover of this rare variety. A group of 75 pieces, un¬ 
doubtedly the largest group of this coin. I hese 75 pieces 
are the result of checking tens of thousands of coins and 
represent the major number of known specimens. 

($150-Up) 

137 1960-1970. One Agora - bag lot. Approx. 1000 coins. Coins in 
envelopes or plastic tubes already classified by date. All 
coins circulated. Good hunting. ($50-Up) 

138 1962. 1 Agora. A-103. 817 coins classified by special varieties. 
Contained in annotated envelopes and plastic tubes. Most 
coins BU. ($50-Up) 

A Select Group of Israel Errors 

139 1954. 50 Prutat. Unc. Off center 40%. Rare. ($50-Up) 

140 1960. 1 Agora. Circ. Multi-clipped. ($20-Up) 

141 1961. 5 Agorat. Circ. Peeled lamination. ($10-Up) 

142 1963. 1 Agora. Gem B.U. Broadstruck, enlarged design and 
lettering, double collar strike, wide saucer rim. ($25-Up) 

143 1963. Vz Lirat. Unc. Reeded on bottom rim only. ($10-Up) 

144 1964. 1 Agora. AU. Broadstruck, large thin planchet, off 
center with restruck rim. ($25-Up) 

145 1964. 1 Agora. Unc. Broadstruck, considerably off center with 
double struck rim and enlarged design. ($25-Up) 

146 1964. 1 Agora. Circ. Restruck while standing on edge. For 
details we refer you to Coin World 9-30-70 page 38 
showing a similar Canadian coin. The article is included 
for reference. ($100-Up) 

147 1965. Vz Lirat. B.U. No reeding on edge. ($25-Up) 

148 1966. 1 Agora. Unc. Broadstruck, thin large off-center plan¬ 
chet. Restruck rim. ($25-Up) 

149 1967. 1 Agora. Unc. Off-center strike about 35% off 
center. ($30-Up) 

150 1967. 5 Agorat. Circ. Off center strike. About 25% off 
center. ($40-Up) 

151 1960-66. Error Collection/ 85 pcs, including thin planchet. 
filled die, reverse & obverse strikes, shadow lettering die 
breaks, clashed dies, etc. Each coin is in its own envelope 
and carefully annotated. ($200-Up) 

152 1949-1977 Miscellaneous Israel coins, medals and 
paper. ($20-Up) 
Coins; 1949 - 25 p w'p (2), 5p w/o/p, IP w o p: lOp 1952, lOp 1957 & 
10 Ag 1961. Medals: Seasons' Greetings tokens 1970, 1973, 1974, 
1975, 1976, 1977. A.l.N.A. tokens - 1973, 1974, 1976, 1977, Let Mv 
People Go-Button (6) Israel-Canada Friendship. 1958 1 Pound 
Fisherman note brown numerals. 

153 1960-1975. Israel trade coin year sets. All coins B.U. 373 
coins, mostly complete vcar sets or 196(1, 1962, 1971, 1972, 
1973, 1974, 1975. Included also is a tube of 40 of the Agora 
1964. ($50-Up) 
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154 1%8-I97b. Trade coin year sets, all BU. 1%8 (2), 1969 (2), 1970 
complete (2), 1970 - 4 coins only (15) 1976 (6) + 10 extra 5 
Agorat coins. ' ($20-Up) 

155 1%6. 1 Agora. All coins B.U. A grouping of 179 coins in 4 
tubes and 15 envelopes, annotated. Excellent for the 
specialist-loaded with varieties. ($50-Up) 

162 1962. Chaim Weizmann set. Brilliant Proof. The official set 
of 2: £50, 27mm. gold (5,941 minted), £100, 33mm. gold 
(5,940 minted). 2 Pcs. (Photo) ($600-Up) 

This set features the second and third gold coins issued by the Bank 

of Israel struck as commemoratives on the occasion of the tenth 

anniversary of the first president of Israel - Dr. Chaim Weizmann. 

156 1960-1970. One Agora. Circ. 871 coins. Classified by date and 
in either annotated envelopes or plastic tubes. Most pieces 
not yet classified. Excellent way to learn Hebrew 
dates. ($25-Up) 

157 1962-1970. 1 Agora. Circulated group of 613 coins, as follows: 
1962 - 50, 1963 -1,1965 - 51,1966 - 35, 1968 -128,1969 - 213, 
1970 - 135. Should be checked for varieties. ($20-Up) 

158 1961-1970. Trade Coin Varieties, All BU. 1961 5 Agorat - 19 
pcs., 1962 10 Agorat - 15 pee., 1962 10 Agorat Double die 
Reverse - 62 pcs., 25 Agorat 1961 10 Pcs., 25 Agorat 1962 - 
10 pcs., 1970 1 Agora 10 Pcs. 125 Pcs. ($100-Up) 

ISRAEL GOLD COINS 
I960 HERZL £20 GOLD COIN IN OFFICIAL 

PRESENTATION CASE 

159 1960. Herzl Centenary. £20 Brilliant Uncirculated. 30mm 
Gold (20,000). (Photo) ($400-Up) 

Housed in an official government presentation case. The case is a 

wallet-type binder with the official State of Israel medallic emblem 

on the cover. 

160 1960. Theodre Herzl. Choice Unc. As above. ($400-Up) 

No case 

161 1961. Herzl Brilliant Uncirculated as above ($400-Up) 

No case 

163 1964. Bank of Israel. Brilliant Uncirculated. £50, 27mm. gold 
(5,201 minted). (Photo) ($500-Up) 
The fourth gold coin issued by the Bank of Israel as a commemora¬ 

tive on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the institution of 

Israel's central banking system. 

165 1967. The Six Day War Victory Coin. Brilliant Proof, £100, 
33mm, Gold (8,020 minted). (Photo) ($500-Up) 
This fifth gold coin of the State of Israel was issued to commemo¬ 

rate the victory of Israel's defense forces in the Six Day War. A very 

symbolic and significant issue. 
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166 1968. Jerusalem Reunified. Brilliant Proof. £100, 33mm. 
Gold (12,012 minted). (Photo) ($350-Up) 

The sixth commemorative gold coin issued by the Bank of Israel for 

the dual purpose of honoring the twentieth anniversary of the 

State of Israel as well as the reunification of the City of Jerusalem as 

the result of the Six Dav War. 

167 1969. Shalom. Brilliant Proof. £100, 33mm. Gold (12,009 
minted). (Photo) ($300-Up) 

The seventh gold coin issued by the Bank of Israel as a dedication to 

the brave men and women who lost their lives in Israel's struggle 

for independence and in the 1948, 1956 and 1967 wars. 

168 1969. Shalom. Brilliant Proof. £100, 33mm. Gold (12,009 
minted). As above. ($300-Up) 

169 1969. Shalom. Brilliant Proof. £100, 33mm Gold, as 
above. ($300-Up) 

170 1969. Shalom. Brilliant Proof. £100, 33mm. Gold, as 
above. ($300-Up) 

THE "FREEDOM” COIN 

I 
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172 1973. Declaration of Independence-25th Anniversary set. 
Brilliant Proof. £50, £100, and £200 gold. 22mm, 27mm, 
and 35mm. in size (18,000 presentation sets minted). 3 Pcs. 
(Photo) ($400-Up) 

The 9th, 10th and 11th gold coins issued to commemorate the 25th 

anniversary of the State of Israel. Housed in official olivewood 

Presentation case. 

173 1973. Declaration of Independence-25th Anny Set. 3 piece 
Gold set, as above. ($400-Up) 

Housed in olivewood box lined in blue velvet. 

174 1973. Declaration of Independence-25th Anny. Brilliant 
Proof 3 piece gold set, as above. ($400-Up) 

175 1973. Declaration of Independence-25th Anny. Brilliant 
Proof 3 piece gold set, as above. ($400-Up) 

176 1973. Declaration of Independence. - Twenty -fifth Anniver¬ 
sary Set. Brilliant Proof 2 piece Gold set. £50 and £100 in 
official government presentation set. 2 Pcs. ($200-LJp) 

177 1973. Declaration of Independence. £50 Proof. ($85-Up) 

The £50 gold coin in a specially marked green case of issue. 

178 1973. Declaration of Independence. £50 Proof. ($85-Up) 

Another example, as above. 

179 1973. Declaration of Independence. £50 Proof. ($85-Up) 

Another example, as above. 

180 1973. Declaration of Independence. £100. Proof. ($125-Up) 

the £100 gold coin in a specially marked red case of issue, similar 

to the £50 coin. 

181 1973. Declaration of Independence. £100. Proof. ($125-Up) 

Another example, as abin’e. 

171 1971. Let My People Go. Brilliant Proof. £100, 30mm. Gold 
(9,502 minted). (Photo) ($350-Up) 

The eighth gold coin issued by the Bank of Israel to bring world 

wide attention to the plight of the Soviet Jews in their consistent 

struggle tt) obtain freedom. A very significant issue. 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS SESSION BEGINS AT 
5:00 P.M. 
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181A 1974. Ben Gurion. Brilliant Proof and Brilliant Uncirculated. 
The official set of three. 35mm. Brilliant Proof £50 Gold 
coin and 37mm. Silver (BU and Proof) 25 coins. 3 Pcs. 
(Photo) ($250-Up) 

Issued by the Government of Israel as a tribute to the First 

Anniversary of the death of David Ben Gurion, Israel's first prime 

minister. The coins are housed in the superb book-like-case. A 

most sought after memento of a great Statesman. 
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198 Another example -As above. ($200-Up) 

199 Another example - As above. ($200-Up) 

200 Another example, as abtwe. ($200-Up) 

201 Another example, as above. ($200-Up) 

202 Another example, as above. ($200-Up) 

203 Another example, as above. ($200-Up) 

204 Another example, as above. ($200-Up) 

205 Another example, as above. ($200-Up) 

206 Another example, as above. ($200-Up) 

207 Another example - As above. ($200-Up) 

208 Another example - As above. ($200-Up) 

209 Another example - As above. ($200-Up) 

182 1974. Ben Gurion. The official set of 3. 35mm. £50 Brilliant 
Proof Gold and 37mm. BU and Proof, as above. ($250-Up) 

183 1974. Ben Gurion. Brilliant Uncirculated and Brilliant Proof. 
3 Piece Set - As above. ($250-Up) 

184 1974. Ben Gurion. Brilliant Uncirculated and Brilliant Proof. 
3 Piece set - As above. ($250-Up) 

185 1974. Ben Gurion. Brilliant Uncirculated and Brilliant Proof. 
3 Piece Set - As above. ($250-Up) 

186 1974. Ben Gurion. Brilliant Uncirculated and Brilliant Proof. 
3 Piece Set - As above. ($250-Up) 

187 1974. David Ben Gurion. Brilliant Proof. £500, 35mm. Gold 
(47,625 minted). Single Issue in Presentation case. ($225- 

Up) 

188 1974. David Ben Gurion. Brilliant Proof £500, 35mm gold, as 
above. ($225-Up) 

189 1974. David Ben Gurion. Brilliant Proof £500, 35mm gold, as 
above. ($225-Up) 

190 1974. David Ben Gurion. Brilliant Proof £500, 35mm gold, as 
above. ($225-Up) 

191 1974. David Ben Gurion. Brilliant Proof £500, 35mm gold, as 
above. ($225-Up) 

192 1974. David Ben Gurion. Brilliant Proof £500, 35mm gold, as 
above. ($225-Up) 

193 1974. David Ben Gurion. Brilliant Proof £500, 35mm gold, as 
above. ($225-Up) 

194 1974. David Ben Gurion. Brilliant Proof £500, 35mm gold, as 
above. ($225-Up) 

195 1974. Ben Gurion. Brilliant Proof £500. Gold coin only - As 
above. ($225-Up) 

196 1974. David Ben-Gurion. Brilliant Proof. £500, - As 
above. ($225-Up) 

197 1975. £500 Gold coin of Israel commemorating Israel's 25 
years of bond sales. In olivewood case of issue. Issue price 
of $500.00 in 1975. (Photo) ($200-Up) 

GOLD & PLATINUM STATE 
MEDALS 

210 1958. Judea Capta-Israel Liberata. Brilliant Uncirculated. 
28mm. Gold. (10,000 minted). (Photo) ($100-Up) 
With approval of the Israel 10th Anniversary World committee, 

this very first state medal was struck to record Vespasian's 

conquest of Judea in 70 A.D. 

211 1961. Bar-Mitzvah. The official set of 3. As struck by the 
Israel Government in 27mm, 22mm and 19mm (6,975, 
6,230 and 6,650 minted, respectively). (Photo) ($375-Up) 

212 1961. Bar Mitzvah. In gold. Short set of the two larger sizes: 
22mm and 27mm. Ideal as a gift. 2 Pcs. ($250-Up) 

Please note that a 5 % buyers charge will be added to each lot 
purchased on all purchases. 
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RARE LIBERATION SET 

213 1962. Medal of Liberation. The official set of three. 27mm., 
22mm. and 19mm. Gold. Scarce and in box of 
issue.(Photo) ($750-Up) 

216 1966. Rothschild. Brilliant Proof 35mm. Gold (3,000 minted). 

($400-Up) 
Struck to honor Edmon D. DeRothschild and his son James who 

donated the necessary funds to build the "Knesset", the home of 
Israel's parliament. 

214 1963. Terra Sancta. Brilliant 
minted). (Photo) 

Uncirculated 35mm. Gold (4,330 
($200-Up) 

217 1966. Jerusalem City - Coin Medal. Brilliant Proof 35mm. 
Gold (3,000 minted).(Photo) ($300-Up) 

218 1967. Balfour Declaration. Brilliant Proof 35mm. Gold (2,500 
minted). (Photo) ($400-Up) 

In 1917 the British Government issued the Balfour Declaration 

which was the official statement of policy regarding Palestine. This 

expression of support for the Zionism movement and its desire to 

establish a home for the Jewish people was commemorated by this 

most significant issue. 

215 1965. Masada. Brilliant Uncirculated 27mm. Gold (3,000 mint¬ 
ed). (Photo) ($375-Up) 

One of the most significant medallic issues of the State of Israel. A 

commemorative marking the final stand of the Jews against the 

Romans during the first revolt. 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS SESSION BEGINS AT 
5:00 P.M. 
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219 1969. El A1 Israel Airlines. Brilliant Proof 35mm, Gold (1,940 
minted). (Photo) ($500-Up) 

On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the national state airline 

of Israel-El Al-the government issued this magnificent medallic 

rendition of the Dove with wings outspread. The reverse depicts 

Hebrew letters developing around the pattern of, "Alef" and 

continuing with all of the 22 letters in the hebrew alphabet. Its 

significant verse from Isaiah 43:6, "bring back my sons from afar 

and my daughters from the ends of the earth" reallv tells the entire 

storv. 

220 1970. Keren Hayesod. 
minted). (Photo) 

Brilliant Proof 35mm. Gold (1,645 
($500-Up) 

221 1973. Israel's 25th Anniversary. 35mm. Platinum (10,000). 2 
oz. (Photo) ($250-Up) 

An exceptional issue struck by the Government of Israel as its first 

and only platinum medal. At the time of the 25th Anniversary gold 

medals of Israel were illegal to import into the United States, and it 

is a fitting tribute to the United States collectors that the Govern¬ 

ment of Israel struck this piece for distribution here. It is striking, 

exceptional, and one of the finest numismatic items to appear on 

the market place. 

222 1973. Israel's 25th Anniversary. 35mm. Platinum (10,000) - as 
above. ($250-Up) 

223 1973. Israel's 25th Anniversary. Another desirable Platinum 
example as above. ($250-Up) 

224 1973. Israel's 25th Anny. Another example of the desirable 
platinum medal. ($250-Up) 

225 No lot. 

226 1974. Rubinstein Piano Competition. 35mm. Proof. Gold 
2,400 minted. (Photo) ($375-Up) 
Issued to commemorate the Arthur Rubinstein International Piano 

Master Competition held in Jerusalem, 

227 1975. International Hobby Exhibition. Set of 3 as issued by 
the Israel Government Coins and Medals Corporation- 
59mm. Tombac, 45mm. silver and 22 mm. gold 
(Photo) ($350-Up) 

Commissioned as a presentation issue for the world wide "Inter¬ 

national Hobbv Expositon" held in Tel-Aviv in 1975, All medals are 

numbered and the mintage was limited to 4,000-59mm. Tombac, 

3,000-45mm. silver and 2,500-22mm. gold. Each set is supplied 

with the numbered registration card of the Coins and Medals 

Corp. 

228 1975. International Hobby Exhibition. The official set of 3 as 
issued. Another example as above. ($350-Up) 

229 1975. International Hobby Exhibition. Another official set of 
3, as above. ($350-Up) 

230 1975. International Hobby Exhibition. Another official set of 
3, as above. ($350-Up) 

231 1975. International Hobby Exhibition. Another official set of 
3, as above. ($350-Up) 

ISRAEL COMMEMORATIVES 

1/2 SHEKEL PURIM ISSUES 
(Mintages) 

232 1961. Half-Shekel. Brilliant Uncirculated. (20,004). ($20-Up) 
This first Purim Commemorative Coin was struck in 1961, in an 

attempt to revive the ancient Hebrew levy. 

233 1961. Half Shekel. As above - Proof. (5,000). ($50-Up) 

234 1962. Half Shekel. Brilliant Uncirculated. (20,000). ($15-Up) 

235 1962. Half Shekel. As above - Proof. (10,000). ($20-Up) 

£1 CHANUKAH COINS 
(Mintages) 

236 1958. £1. "Law is Light". Brilliant Uncirculated. 
(150,000). ($5-Up) 

237 1958. £1 Lawis Light. B.U. ($5-Up) 

238 1960 £1. "Jubilee of Degania." Brilliant Uncirculated. 
(50,000). ($10-Up) 

Issued for the Chanuka Festival and Commemorating the Fiftieth 

Anniversary of Degania, a forerunner of collective settlements. 

239 1960. £1 "Jubilee of Degania". As above - in Proof. 
(5000) ($30-Up) 

240 1960. £1. "Henrietta Szold." Brilliant Uncirculated. (16883). 
A beautiful coin, and one of the rarer pieces in the 
series. ($60-Up) 

Issued to commemorate the centenarv of the birth of Miss S/old, 

the pioneer of medical services and vt'uth immigration to Israel. 
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1961. “Henrietta Szold." Brilliant Proof. (3,000). 
(Photo) ($400-Up) 
The scarcest of all Israel commemorative coins, struck to com¬ 

memorate the Hundredth Anniversary of the birth of Henrietta 

Szold, the pioneer of medical services and youth immigration in 

Israel. A great twentieth century rarity. 

1961. £1. "Heroism". Brilliant Uncirculated. (18,916). ($20- 

Up) 

1961. "Heroism and Sacrifice." As above - Proof. 
(9,428). ($30-Up) 

1962. £1. "Italian Lamp." Brilliant Uncirculated. 
(9,657). ($100-Up) 

This coin depicts a seventeenth century Italian Lamp in the 

collection of the Bezalel Museum in Jerusalem. This coin is highly 

sought bv the collector, making it a prize for any collection. 

1962. "Italian Lamp." As above - Proof. (6,040). ($125-Up) 

1963. £1. "North African Lamp." Brilliant Uncirculated. As 
elusive as the 1962 issue. ($100-Up) 

A magnificent coin depicting the eighteenth century North African 

Lamp from the Bezalel Museum in Jerusalem. 

1963. "North African Lamp." As above - Proof. (5,500). ($125- 

Up) 

£5 INDEPENDENCE DAY COINS 
(Mintages) 

1958. £5. "Menorah" Tenth Anniversary. Brilliant Uncircu¬ 
lated. (98,051). ($10-Up) 

This first Independence Day coin commemorates the immemorial 

symbol of the Jewish people: the Menorah. 

1958. £5 Menorah, as above. ($10-Up) 

1959. £5 "Ingathering of the Exiles"-llth Anniversary. Bril¬ 
liant Uncirculated. (27,249). ($25-Up) 

This is considered to be the most beautiful coin in the Five Pound 

series and depicts eleven dancers in a circle that is left open for 

those vet to come to Israel. 

1959. "Ingathering of the Exiles." As above but in brilliant 
Proof. (4,792). ($150-Up) 

1960. £5. "Theodor Herzl." 12th Anniversarv. Brilliant Un¬ 
circulated. (34,472). ' ($25-Up) 

This coin commemorates the 100th Anniversarv of the birth of the 

father of modern political Zionism. Theodor Herzl. 

1960. "Theodor Herzl." As above except in Proof. 
(4,923). ($150-Up) 

1961. £5. "Bar Mitzvah" 13th Anniversary. Brilliant Uncircu¬ 
lated. (19,541). ($75-Up) 

One of the most popular commemoratives as it is also used as a gift 

to 'Bar Mitzvah Boys and Girls." It commemorates the Bar 

Mitzvah Year of Israel and has been put away by thousands as a 

treasured keepsake. 

1961. "Bar Mitzvah," As above except in Proof. (4,561). ($100- 
Up) 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS SESSION BEGINS AT 
5:00 P.M. 
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1962. £5. "Industrialization of the Negev" 14th Anniversary. 
Brilliant Uncirculated. (10,450). A verv scarce issue ($160- 

up) 
This coin portrays the penetration of industry into the Negev. 

1962. "Industrialization of the Negev." 
Brilliant Proof. (4,500). 

As above except in 
($150-Up) 

SCARCE SEAFARING ISSUE 

258 1963. £5. "Seafaring" 15th Anniversary coin of the State of 
Israel. Brilliant Uncirculated. (5,990).(Photo) ($400-Up) 

The scarcest of all 5 Commemorative coins of Israel. Always in 

great demand. 

259 1963. "Development of Israel's Seafaring". As above except 
in Brilliant Proof. (4,500). (Photo) ($450-Up) 

260 1963. "Development of Israel's Seafaring." Brilliant Proof. 
(4,500). (Photo) ($450-Up) 

261 1963. "Development of Israel's Seafaring." Brilliant Proof. 
(4,500). (Photo) ($450-Up) 

Obverse spot. 
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262 1963. Development of Israel's Seafaring. Brilliant Proof. 
(4,500). (Photo) ($450-Up) 

263 1964. £5. "Israel Museum" 16th Anniversary. Brilliant Uncir¬ 
culated. (11,100). ' ($75-Up) 

This piece honors the creation of the Bezalel National Museum in 

Jerusalem which now serves as the home for much of the ancient 

Jewish art and treasure. 

264 1964. "Israel Museum". As above except Brilliant Proof. 
(4.500) . ($100-Up) 

265 1965. £5. "The Knesset" 17th Anniversarv. Brilliant Uncircu¬ 
lated. (25,252). ^ ($30-Up) 

This coin was issued to honor Israel's Parliament. The Knesset was 

built through a bequest of the late James A. de Rothschild. 

266 1965. "The Knesset." As above except in Brilliant Proof. 
(7,600). ($45-Up) 

267 1966. £5. "The Crown of Life" 18th Anniversary. Brilliant 
Uncirculated. (32,503). ($20-Up) 

"Am Israel Hai"-The People of Israel live on" is depicted on this 

coin. 

268 1966. "The Crown of Life." As above except in Proof. 
(19.500) . ($30-Up) 

269 1967. £5. "Port of Eilat" 19th Anniversary. Brilliant Uncircu¬ 
lated. (30,250). ($20-Up) 

On the occasion of the 10th Anniversary of the new seaport this 

coin was issued, but its importance was even more noted when 22 

days after it was issued (May 25, 1967), war broke out again in 

Israel and once again Eilat became the focal point of the battle. 

270 1967. "Port of Eilat." As above in Brilliant Proof. (7,755). ($35- 
Up) 

£10 and £25 INDEPENDENCE DAY 

COMMEMORATIVE COINS 

271 1968. £10 Jerusalem Reunited, 20th Anniversary. B.U. and 
Proof. ($30-Up) 

272 1969. Shalom 21st Anniversary. The three coin set as issued 
B.U. (40,000) Proof (20,000) and KAF mint mark (20,000). 3 
Pcs. ($50-Up) 

273 1970. £10 Mikvah Israel 22nd Anniversary. 2 coin set as 
issued B.U. (47,604) and Proof (22,500). 2 Pcs. ($30-Up) 

274 1971. £10 Science Based Industries 23rd Anniversary. 3 coin 
set as issued B.U. Proof and "Star" mint mark. 3 Pcs. ($50- 

Up) 

275 1972. £10 Aviation. B.U. ($15-Up) 

276 1969-1970 £10 Commemorative Coins in Proof. Shalom and 
Mikvah Israel. 2 Pcs. ($30-Up) 

277 1974. £10 Pidyon Haben. Proof. ($20-Up) 
Pidyon Haben. In original green plastic case of issue. 

278 

279 

280 

281 

282 

283 

284 

285 

286 

287 

288 

289 

290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 

296 

297 

298 

299 

300 

301 

302 

303 

304 

305 

306 

307 

308 

A FINE SELECTION OF 
COMMEMORATIVE GROUPINGS 

Choice Group 

1958-1975. Commemorative Group. Starting with the £1 Law 
is Light (1), £5 1973 Chanukah (1), £10 1974 Pidyon Ha Ben 
BU (3) and Proof (2), £10 1973 25th Anniversary BU (3) and 
Proof (4), 1974 £10 Language BU (5) and Proof (2), 1974 £25 
Ben Gurion BU & Proof, and 1975 Bonds Proof. 24 
Pcs. ($150-Up) 

1973-1976. A choice group of Israel Commemoratives. 1973 
Chanukah B.U. (1), Proof (2); 1974 Chanukah BU and 
Proof; 1975 Chanukah B.U. (2) and Proof (2); 1976 Chanu¬ 
kah BU & Proof; 1975 Bonds BU; 1976 Strength BU (3) and 
Proof (3); 1976 Pidyon Haben BU (2) and Proof (2), 1977 
Brotherhood BU & Proof. 24 Pcs. ($300-Up) 

1967-1973. A select group of £5 and £10 Commemorative 
coins. 1967 Victory BU & Proof, 1971 Freedom BU & Proof, 
1972 Chanukah BU, 1973 Chanukah BU & Proof, 1973 25th 
Anny BU & Proof. 9 Pcs. ($50-Up) 

1968. £10 Jerusalem Reunited. Choice lot B.U. (2), Proof (4). 6 
Pcs. ($100-Up) 

1969. 10 Shalom. B.U. 9 Pcs. ($80-Up) 

1969. £10 Shalom-Kof. A desirable lot of 4 coins. ($35-Up) 

1969, 1976. £10 Shalom. B.U. (1), £25 Pidyon Haben Proof 
(4). ($40-Up) 

1974. £10 Language Revival. 7 Pcs., B.U., 7 Pcs., Proof. ($75- 
Up) 

1975. £25 Bonds. Proof. 5 Pcs. ($75-Up) 

1975. £25 Bonds. Proof. 10 Pcs. ($150-Up) 

1975. £25 Bonds. Proof. 10 Pcs. ($150-Up) 

1975. £25 Bonds. Proof. 5 Pcs. ($75-Up) 

1975. £25 Bonds. Proof. 13 Pcs. ($195-Up) 

1974. £25 David Ben Gurion, B.U. 10 Pcs. ($85-Up) 

1974. David Ben Gurion. B.U. 15 Pcs. ($125-Up) 

1974. £25 David Ben Gurion, B.U. 22 Pcs. ($185-Up) 

1974. £25 David Ben Gurion, Proof. 7 Pcs. ($60-Up) 

1974. £25 David Ben Gurion. Proof. 10 Pcs. ($85-Up) 

1974. £25 David Ben Gurion, Proof. 15 Pcs. ($125-Up) 

1974. £25 David Ben Gurion, Proof. 25 Pcs. ($230-Up) 

1973. £5 Chanukah Babylonian Lamp. 14 Pcs., B.U., 1 Pc. 
Proof. ($55-Up) 

($50-Up) 

($45-Up) 

($40-Up) 

($40-Up) 

($80-Up) 

($80-Up) 

($200-Up) 

($200-Up) 

1973. £5 Babylonian Lamp. Proof. 8 Pcs. 

1974. £10 Damascus Lamp. B.U. 10 Pcs. 

1974. Damascus Lamp. Proof. 5 Pcs. 

1974. £10 Damascus Lamp. Proof. 5 Pcs. 

1974. £10 Damascus Lamp, Proof. 10 Pcs. 

1974. £10 Damascus Lamp. Proof. 10 Pcs. 

1974. £10 Damascus Lamp, Proof. 25 Pcs. 

1974. £10 Damascus Lamp, Proof. 25 Pcs. 

1975. £10 Chanukah Holland Lamp. Proof. 10 Pcs. ($200-Up) 

1975. £10 Holland Lamp. Proof. 15 Pcs. ($300-Up) 
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309 1975. £10 Chanukah Dutch Lamp. Proof. 9 Pcs. ($180-Up) 

310 1977. £10 Chanukah Jerusalem Lamp. 4 
Proof. 

Pcs., B.U., 3 Pcs. 
($75-Up) 

311 1970-1973. A selection of Pidyon Haben coins. 1970 BU & 
Proof, 1971 BU & Proof, 1972 Proof, 1973 BU & Proof. 7 

Pcs- ($85-Up) 

312 1974. £10 Pidyon Haben. B.U. 5 Pcs. ($25-Up) 

313 1974. £10 Pidyon Haben. B.U. 10 Pcs. ($50-Up) 

314 1974. £10 Pidyon Haben. B.U. 12 Pcs. ($60-Up) 

315 1975. £25 Pidyon Haben. Proof. 25 Pcs. ($160-Up) 

316 1975. £25 Pidyon Haben. Proof. 25 Pcs. ($160-Up) 

317 1976. £25 Pidyon Haben. Proof. 5 Pcs. ($40-Up) 

318 1975. £25 Pidyon Haben. B.U. 5 Pcs. ($30-Up) 

319 1975. £25 Pidyon Haben. B.U. 10 Pcs. ($60-Up) 

320 1975. £25 Pidyon Haben. Proof. 5 Pcs. ($40-Up) 

321 1975. £25 Pidyon Haben. Proof. 5 Pcs. ($40-Up) 

322 1975. £25 Pidyon Haben. Proof. 10 Pcs. ($80-Up) 

323 1975. £25 Pidyon Haben. Proof. 10 Pcs. ($80-Up) 

STATE MEDALS 

324 1958. Judea Capta (Medal of Liberation). 38mm. Silver 
(10,000 minted). ($15-Up) 

325 1958. Israel Liberata. 10th Anniversary. the official set of 3 
pieces. 61mm. Copper (25,000). 61mm. Silver (3,000), 
35mm. Silver (5,000). 3 Pcs. ($60-Up) 

326 1958. Israel Liberata. the silver set of 2. 59mm and 
35mm. ($60-Up) 

327 1958. Israel Liberator, COPPER BALLOONS. Mintage only 
533. Scarce & desirable. ($150-Up) 

328 1959. Medal of Valour. The official set of 3. (3,000), 35mm, 
Silver (25,000). 3 Pcs. ($75-Up) 

A commemorative medal struck to honor those who fought so 

gallantly to establish and independent and free state of Israel. 

Authorized and issued by the tenth anniversary of Israel 

committee. 

329 1959. Medal of Valour. Official set of 3. 59mm copper and 
silver, 35mm silver. Another example, as above. ($75.00) 

330 1959. B'nai B'rith World Convention. The official set of 2, 
59mm. Copper (3,045), 35mm. Silver (2,208). 2 Pcs. ($75- 

Up) 

Struck on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the State of Israel 

to honor the world convention of the order of B'nai B rith which 

was held in Jerusalem in May of 1959. 

331 1959. B'Nai B'rith World Convention. The official set of 2- 
59mm copper, 35mm silver. Another example, as 
above. ($75-Up) 

332 1959 Tel-Aviv Jubilee. The official set of 2. 59mm, Bron/e 
(9,000), 35mm. Silver (7,250). 2 Pcs. ($40-Up) 

A commemorative medal to record the Jubilee of lel-Aviv. 

333 1959. Tel-Aviv Jubilee. The official set of 2. 59mm bronze, 
35mm silver. Another example, as above. ($40-LIp) 

334 1960. Hadassah Hospital. The official set of 3. 59mm. Bronze 
(10,000), 35mm. Silver with inscription (5,000), 35mm. 
Silver without inscription (1,350). An extremely scarce set 
because of the very low mintage of the 35mm. Silver piece 
without inscription. 3 Pcs. (Photo) ($500-Up) 

This medal was struck on the occasion of the dedication of the 

Hadassah Medical Center at Ein Karem, in August of 1960. 

335 1960. Hadassah Hospital. The official set of 3; 59mm bronze, 
35mm silver with inscription and 35mm silver without 
inscription. Another example, as above. ($500-Up) 

336 1960. International Congress of Local Authorities. The offi¬ 
cial set of 2, 59mm. Bronze (2,644), 35mm. Silver (1,600). 
Two very low-mintage items and in great demand. 2 
Pcs. ($75-Up) 

This medal was issued on the occasion of the Fifteenth Congress 

which was held in November, 1960 by the Israel Government. 

337 1960. Congress of Local Authorities. Official set of 2. 59mm 
Bronze, 35mm silver. Another example, as above. ($75- 

Up) 

338 1960. Bar-Cochba. The official set of 3., 50mm. Bronze 
(20,000), 59mm. Silver (3,000), 35mm. Silver (5,000). 3 
Pcs. ($75-Up) 

In 1960, an archaeological team discovered a bundle of Papyri 

containing letters of Bar-Cochba, the leader of the second Jewish 

revolt against the Romans. Perhaps one of the most significant 

archaeological finds ever. 

339 1960, Bar-Cochba. The official set of 3. 59mm bronze & silver, 
35mm silver. Another example, as above. ($75-Up) 

340 1961. First International Harp Competition. 35mm. Silver 
(1,886). ($75-up) 

A commemorative medal struck to honor the first International 

Harp Competition held in Jerusalem in September of 1959. It was a 

tribute to the revival of the ancient tradition of having harpists 

gather in Jerusalem for an international competition. Very scarce 

and desirable. 

341 1961. Second International Bible Contest. The official set of 3. 
59mm. Bronze (2,263), 59mm. Silver (1,160), 35mm. Silver 
(1,906). 3 Pcs. (Photo) ($300-Up) 
I he second International Bible Contest was the subject of this 

commemorative piece in 1961. It has now become an important 

feature in Israeli life and excites great interest all over the world 

amongst Jews and non-Jews alike, as either an audience or as 

participants. 

342 1961. Second Bible Contest. Official sot of 3-59mm bronze 
and silver, 35mm silver. Another example, as above. 

($.300-Up) 
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343 1%1. kadman Numismatic Museum. The official set of 2. 
3dmm. Bronze (1,759), 35mm. Silver (2,000). 3 Pcs. ($75- 

Up) 
In October 1%1 on the occasion of the inaugural of the Kadman 

Numismatic Museum in Tel-Aviv, this commemorative medal was 

issued to honor the museum and the extensive collection donated 

by the late Leo Kadman. 

THE SCARCE PABLO CASALS ISSUE 

344 1961. Third International Violoncello Competition (Pablo 
Casals). The official set of 3. 59mm. Bronze (2,748), 59mm. 
Silver (1,120), 35mm. Silver (1,850). 3 Pcs. (Photo) ($300- 

Up) 
The occasion of the third Casals Competition was held in Jerusalem 

in 1961 and was graced by the maestro himself. The government of 

Israel honored this occasion with the issuance of this magnificent 
medallic tribute. 

345 1961. Casals Third International Violoncello Competition. 
The 50mm set of 2. Bronze and silver. 2 Pcs. ($250-Up) 

346 1961. Bnei-Beraq. 59mm. Bronze (2,000). ($30-Up) 

347 1961. International Press Institute. 59mm. Bronze. 
(2,078). ($30-Up) 

348 1 961. Sixth Pentecostal Conference. 59mm. Bronze 
(1,970). ($30-Up) 

349 1961. Bar Mitzvah. 7 piece set as issued. 59mm bronze and 
silver, 45mm Tombac & silver, 35mm silver, 19mm plain 
and as key chain. ($125-Up) 
An extremely attractive and desirable set of all tombac, bronze and 

silver medals issued by the Israel Government. 

350 1961. Bar Mitzvah. The set of 3. 59mm silver, 59mm bronze 
and 35mm silver. ($150-Up) 

RARE SPACE ISSUE 

351 1962. Shavit (the Hebrew word for comet). The official set of 3. 
59mm. Bronze (2,376), 59mm. Silver (1,129), 35mm. Silver 
(1,993). A superb set. One of the most beautiful in the 
series. 3 Pcs. (Photo) ($300-Up) 
Israel's tribute to its space achievements; upon joining the United 

States, Russia, Italy, Britain and Japan, Israel became the seventh 

nation in the world to launch a solid fuel rocket entirely planned 

developed and launched by Israel scientists. 

352 1962. Medal of liberation. The official set of five. 59mm. 
Bronze, (25,000), 59mm. Silver (5,000), 35mm. Silver 
(10,0(X)), 19mm. Silver (unlimited mintage), 19mm. Silver 
key ring (unlimited mintage). 5 Pcs. ($75-Up) 

353 1962. Second Music and Drama Festival. 59mm. Bronze 
(1,651). The mintage of 1,651 represents the second lowest 
mintage of the 59mm. Bronze series. Very scarce and 
always difficult to obtain. ($50-Up) 

Struck by the Government in honor of the second festival held in 

Israel in 1962 and presented by the Director of the Festival to the 

participants. 

354 1962. World Council of Synagogues. 59mm. Bronze 
(2,605). ($30-Up) 

355 1962. American Jewish Congress. 59mm. Bronze (2,065). 
($35-Up) 

356 1962. Second Harp Contest. 59mm. Bronze (2,447). ($30-Up) 

RARE U.J.A. 

PHOTO REDUCED 

357 1963. United Jewish Appeal. The official set of 2. 59mm. 
Bronze (4,797), 59mm. Silver (764). An exceedingly rare 
set, as one can easily see when noting the 764 pieces 
minted of the 59mm. Silver issue. Very scarce and des¬ 
tined to bring a record price. 2 Pcs. (Photo) ($1,000-Up) 

On the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the United 

Jewish Appeal Israel honored the endless efforts of the Jews in 

America and all over the world in their constant campaigns to raise 

funds for the State of Israel. 

358 1963. Hebrew Union College. 59mm. Bronze (2,105). ($50-Up) 

A medallic tribute issued in March of 1963 to mark the end of 

construction in Jerusalem of the Biblical and Archaeological School 

of the Hebrew Union College - Jewish Institute of Religion. 

359 1963. Warsaw Ghetto Uprisings. The official set of 2. 59mm. 
Bronze (50,000), 59mm. Silver (3,000). 2 Pcs. ($60-Up) 

On the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of the Warsaw ghetto 

uprisings (April 19, 1943) David Ben Gurion appointed a special 

committee to design this medallic tribute to the Jews who resisted 

the Nazi terror in the Warsaw ghetto. Considered one of the more 

significant Israel medallic issue. 

360 1963. Tower & Stockade. 59mm. Bronze (5,000). ($20-Up) 

361 1963. First Zionist Organization of America Convention. 
59mm. Bronze (2,675). ($25-Up) 

362 1963. Third Israel Music Festival. 59mm. Bronze (1,813). ($50- 
Up) 

One of the scarcer 59mm. regular issue bronze medals because of 

its total mintage of 1,183. This commemorative piece was issued on 

July 26, 1963 to honor the third Israel festival which took place in 

Jerusalem. 

Please note that a 5 % buyers charge will be added to each lot 
pjurchascd on all pnirchases. 
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363 1963. Terra Sancta. The official set of 3. 59mm. Bronze 
(925,000), 59mm. Silver (5,000), 35mm. Silver (15,000). 3 
Pcs. ($25-Up) 

The Israel Government's tribute on the occasion of the papal visit 

to the Holy Land in 1964. One of the more significant government 

medals. 

364 1963. First Settlers. The official set of 2. 59mm. Bronze 
(15,000), 59mm. Silver (3,000). 2 Pcs. ($60-Up) 

A commemorative issue by the Government of Israel to honor the 

original settlers, "The Bilu"-the Russian students who came in 

1882 along with the Romanians who founded the first colonies. 

365 1964. First Immigrant Blockade Runners (The Exodus Med¬ 
al). The official set of 3. 59mm. Bronze (15,000), 59mm. 
Silver (3,000), 35mm. Silver (5,000). 3 Pcs. ($100-Up) 

The Twentieth Anniversary tribute to the rescue ships that put 

ashore the first "Illegals" of the State of Israel during the Mandate 

period. 

SCARCE S.S. SHALOM ISSUE 

366 1964. S.S. Shalom. The official set of 3. 59mm Bronze (564), 
59mm. Silver (1,170), 35mm. Silver (1,909). 3 Pcs. 
(Photo) ($300-Up) 

Struck to honor the S.S. Shalom, in 1964, the newest vessel of ZIM, 

the Israel navigation company. An extremely scarce issue with the 

two silver pieces held in great demand by collectors throughout the 

world. 

367 1964. Histadrut Israel. 59mm. Bronze (1,584). ($100-Up) 

The scarcest of all regular 59mm Bronze state medals. It was issued 

to honor the Fourteenth Congress of the International Federation 

of Commercial, Clerical and Technical Employees held in Tel Ayiv 

in 1964. 

368 1964. Tel Aviv International Trade Fair. 59mm. Bronze 
(2,540). ($30-Up) 

369 1964. Chess Olympics. 59mm. Bronze (2,923). One of the 
most desirable of the State medals series and very 
scarce. ($40-Up) 

Issued on the occasion of the Sixteenth Chess Olympics, held in 

Israel in 1964. 

370 1964. Third Bible Contest. 59mm, Bronze (5,000). ($20-Up) 

371 1964. Masada. The official set of 4. 59mm. Bronze (15,000), 
45mm. Tombac (unlimited mintage), 45mm. Silver (5,000) 
A superb medal and always in demand. 4 Pcs. ($100-Up) 

A tribute to the lews' last stand against the Romans during the First 

Revolt (66-70 A.D.). Nearly 2,000 years later archaeologists from all 

over the world are still digging at Masada and tracing the history of 

the Jews. 

372 

373 

374 

375 

1965. Israel Museum. I he official set of 2. 45mm. Tombac 
(15,000), 45mm Silver (10,000). 2 Pcs. ($20-Up) 

1965-1966. The city-coin medals of the Historical cities of 
Israel. 45mm Tombac (9 Pcs), 45mm silver (9 Pcs). Total 18 

($125-Up) 

1966. Sinai Campaign. The official set of 2. 59mm. Tombac 
(15,000), 45mm. Silver (5,000). 2 Pcs. ($30-Up) 

This medal was struck to commemorate the Tenth Anniversary of 

the Sinai Campaign in Israel's Second War of Independence. 

1967. Balfour Declaration. The official set of 2. 59mm. Tom¬ 
bac (5,000), 45mm. Silver (4,000). 2 Pcs. ($40-Up) 

Issued to mark the Jubilee of the Balfour Declaration (the 1917 

British Statement of support of a National Home for the Jewish 
people in Palestine). 

RARE JEWISH LEGION ISSUE 

376 1967. Jewish Legion. The official set of 2. 59mm. Tombac 
(3,000), 45mm Silver (2,000). 2 Pcs. ($150-Up) 

An exceptionally scarce set issued as the government's tribute to 

honor the Fiftieth Anniversary of the first judeans, a fighting unit 

of the British expeditionary force, which in 1917 became the thirty- 

ninth battalion of the Royal Fusiliers. The Jewish Legion was 

disbanded by the British mandatory goyernment in Palestine but 

later became the Haganah, (the underground forces during the 

Palestine Mandate period), and then became the Jewish brigade in 

World War 11. Today it is known as the Israel Defense Forces. 

377 1968. Rothschild. The official set of 2. 59mm. Tombac 
(15,000), 45mm. Silver (5,000). 2 Pcs. ($30-Up) 

378 1969. El A1 Airlines. The official set of two. 59mm. Tombac 
(10,000), 45mm. Silver (5,000). ($30-Up) 

379 1970. Weizmann Institute-Rehovot. The official set of 
2.59mm. Tombac (7,000), 45mm. Silver (4,000). 2 Pcs. 

($20-Up) 

380 1970. Keren Hayesod. The official set of 2. 59mm. Tombac 
(7,000), 45mm. Silver (4,000). 2 Pcs. ($25-Up) 

381 1971. Keren Kayemeth Leisrael. The official set of 2. 59mm. 
Tombac (15,000), 45mm. Silver (5,000). 2 Pcs. ($30-Up) 

382 1971. Jerusalem-The Knesset. The official set of 4. 59mm. 
Tombac (20,000), 59mm. Silver (7,500), 45mm. Tombac 
(unlisted mintage), 45mm. Silver (15,000). 4 Pcs. ($75-Up) 

A dual commemorativ’e issue b\ the Government of Israel on the 

occasion of the reunification of the City of Jerusalem and the 

Knes.set (Parliament) in lerusalem. A superb set. 

383 1973. 25th Anny Medal set. As issued. 45mm silver and 59mm 
tombac. ($10-Up) 
Also included is the Israel-Canada Friendship medal of 1967. 

384 1973. Israels 25th Anny Medals. 59mm Tombac (2) and 45mm 
Silver (2). 4 Pcs. ($30-Up) 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS SESSION BEGINS AT 
5:00 P.M. 
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385 1953-1961. A truly stellar group of Israel's very desirable 
medals in 59mm bronze and 35mm silver. The 59mm 
group contains 1961 B'nai Beraq, 1961 IPl, 1961 Pentecos¬ 
tal. The 35mm silvers include the 1958 Israel Liberata, 1961 
First Harp, 1960 Bar-Cohba and 1961 Second Bible. 

($200-Up) 

386 1960-1967. A choice group of silver medals. Included in this 
select group are the 35mm Congress of Local Authorities 
and the Shavit. Also, the Jewish Legion in 45mm. 3 Pcs. 

($250-Up) 

387 1961-1976. A choice group of 59mm silver medals. Five of 
Israel's rarest 59mm silver medals, including the 1961 
Second Bible contest, 1961 Pablo Casals, 1962 Shavit, 1963 
United Jewish Appeal, 1964 S.S. Shalom and the 1976 
Jonathan medal, truly an outstanding group. ($1,200-Up) 

PRESENTATION MEDALS AND 
OTHER ISSUES 

PHOTO REDUCED 

388 1959. First Harp Competition. 61mm. Kagan CM-2A. 
(Photo) ($175-Up) 

The First Harp Competition medal, crudely struck and flat. The 

final mintage of 200 pieces, indicative of its rarity, should bring a 

substantial bid. 

SCARCE CASALS ISSUE 

1 of 450 Minted 

PHOTO REDU(TED 

389 1 961. Third Pablo Casals Violoncello medal. 59mm bronze. 
(450). (Photo) ($200-Up) 

Commissioned by the Ca.sals Committee and presented to all the 

participants and guests of the competition. 
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391 
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CURRENCY 

PALESTINE 

1944. 1. (PBN-2b, Pick 7). Very Fine. ($75-Up) 

No. V84491. The note has two light folds at the center and right. A 

crisp, bright and vivid note which looks far better than the 
description warrants. 

STATE OF ISRAEL 

Anglo-Palestine Bank. £10, 1948. EF. ($25-Up) 

1958. £1 Fisherman note. ($50-Up) 

Original packet of 100 fresh, crisp notes. These notes have been 

out of circulation for more than 10 years and should prove a wise 

investment. 

1958. £1 Fisherman note. 

Another original packet of 100, as above 

1958. £1 Fisherman Note. 

Another original packet of 100, as above 

1958. £1 Fisherman Note. 

Another original packet of 100, as above 

1958. £1 Fisherman Note. 

Another original packet of 100, as above 

1958. £1 Fisherman Note. 
Another original packet of 100, as above 

1958. £1 Fisherman Note. 
Another original packet of 100, as above 

1958. £1 Fisherman Note. 

Another original packet of 100, as above 

1958. £1 Fisherman Note. 

Another original packet of 100, as above 

1958. £1 Fisherman Note. 
Another original packet of 100, as above 

1958. Banknote set of Israel wallet. The type set includes the 
V2 Lira, £1, £5, £10 & £50. The entire set is contained in a 
wallet as produced by the Coins & Medals Corp. ($25-Up) 

1968. Banknote set of Israel in Wallet. The type set contains 
the £5, £10, £50 and £100 notes in a red plastic holder, as 
issued. ($25-Up) 

SPECIMEN SETS 

1962. 16 Trade Coin Type Set. MS-1. ($60-Up) 

1963. 18 piece Trade Coin Type Set. MS-2. ($60-Up) 

1964. 18 Trade Coins Type Set. MS-3. This set contains the 
250 & 500 pruta silver. ($25-Up) 

1964-5. Six different Prutat-Small. MS-5. ($50-Up) 

Sold in conjunction with the New York World's Fair. The MS-5 is 

both rare and elusive. 

1964- 5. Six different Prutat-small. MS-5. Another example, 
just as desirable and elusive. ($50-Up) 

1963. Specimen Set. MS-7. 2 sets with minor faults. ($20-Up) 

1954-57. Coins of Israel. 7 coins mounted in a special blue 
holder. All coins and B.U. Included are the 10 Prutat 1952 
and both 1957, 25 Prutat 1954, 50 Prutat 1954, 100 Prutat 
1954 and 1955. 2 cards exactly the same. 14 coins. ($20-Up) 

1965- 1976. Israel's Annual Specimen Sets. A choice dealer or 
investor lot, including 1965 (2), 1966 (3), 1967 (3), 1968 (5), 
1969 (5), 1970 Card (3), 1970 Wallet (3), 1971 Wallet (4), 1971 
plastic (2), 1972 Wallet (5), 1972 plastic (2), 1973 (5), 1974 
(7), 1975 (3), 1976 (3). 55 Sets. ($75-Up) 

($50-Up) 

($50-Up) 

($50-Up) 

($50-Up) 

($50-Up) 

($50-Up) 

($50-Up) 

($50-Up) 

($50-Up) 
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412 1945-1948. George VI Naval Service Medal. Rare miniature 
for service in Palestine. First we have ever offered at 
auction. ($50-Up) 

413 1948. Birth of Israel. Spoon and Fork set. Prepared in Litvan 
Silver plate, this rare set was produced to honor the Birth 
of Israel. The spoon and fork, identicallv marked, show a 
new born baby with a Star of David above and the date 
1948. Below, the eternal flame followed by the motto 
"Birth of Israel". Beautiful, Judaic and rare.(Photo) ($100- 

Up) 

414 1970's. Collection of 18 one ounce silver Judaic medals. 18 
Pcs. ($100-Up) 

A partial set produced by the Judaic Heritage Society of Famous 
Jewish Americans and featuring; Jewish comedians, American 
Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, Aaron Kotier, Albert 
Lasker, the Hadoar Histadrut Hebrew Weekly Newspaper, Judaic 
Fine Arts, Jewish Sports Athletes, Jewish Theatre, Sidney Hill¬ 
man, Judaic Literature, Bernard Revel, Felix Frankfurter, Judaic 
Music, A. J. Heschel, Jewish Medical Science, David Sonoff, and 
Nelson Glueck. 

Unique Plaster Model of a Rare Medal 

415 

416 

N.D. (ca. 1970). Original Plaster Model of "The Shekel" 
medal in the "History of Money and Banking" series. 
Almost perfect condition. (Photo, reduced). ($300-Up) 

ll-inch diameter. Father with sword guarding his wife, who is 
holding child. Broken chain behind them, at top “ I HE SHEKFL" 
at bottom, JIRST JEWISH REVOLT". In right field, two coin^ 
showing obverse and reverse of a year 1 Shekel. No artists 
signature Wide border, painted green, wire suspension in back. 
This medal was struck, in silver only, to the order of Schulman 
Com and Mint, Inc., as one of the 12 medals in their "History of 
Money and Banking" series. All had a common reverse. The series 
was a disastrous promotion, spending into six figures, but receiv- 
ing only 123 subscriptions. A few extra medals were struck off for 
stock, making a total mintage of probably under 200 pieces each. 
Some of these were sold for bullion by the financially-troubled 
Schulman company. Today these medals, particularly "the Shek¬ 
el" (which sold out over five years ago), are rare and never offered 
This IS a unique piece of Judaica, and a fascinating piece. 

1970's. Set of two large medals, 60mm. (.99 silver). Bronze, 
with "Salute ot Israel" theme. Nice Unc. ($200-Up) 

Series of four portraits around flag of Israel: (1) Theodor Herzl, 
founder of Zionism (2) Chaim Weizmann, first pres, of Israel (3) 
David Ben Gurion, first Prime Minister of Israel (4) Golda Meir, 
Second Prime Minister. Rev. has the symbol fertility. Mintage only 
300, and this set is registered as No. #117. In beautiful inscribed 
holder. 

Boris Schatz-Bezalel School 

Plaquettes 
Bezalel Academy of Arts & Design in Jerusalem is recorded as the 

national institution for studies in this field. 
Bezalel was founded in 1906 by the sculptor Boris Schatz, court 

sculptor to King Ferdinand of Bulgaria. Originally supported by the 
Schifft working families it was supported by the Jewish National 
Fund until it came under the national council of Higher Education. Its 
diploma is equivalent to B.A. degree. The major professional subjects 
are painting, sculpture, industrial-interior-furniture design, graphic 
arts, back illustration, jewelry ceramics and photography as well as 
metalwork in silver and gold. 

The name Bezalel is after the Biblical Son of Uri who constructed 
and decorated the Ark of the Covenant. 

Boris Schatz met Herzel in 1903 and became an enthusiastic Zionist. 
He suggested the Art School and went to Jerusalem to execute it. He 
died in Denver, Colorado which on a fund-raising trip and is buried 

on Mount Scopus. 
After meeting Herzl, he restricted himself to Jewish themes. His 

main works in metal include a series of plaquettes, including one of 
Dr. Herzl, his first. These plaquettes are prized today both for their 
feeling and the manner in while they were executed. 

We offer here an unusual opportunity to acquire these desirable 

plaquettes. 

417 N.D. Boris Schatz-Bezalel plaquettes. Mounted on velvet in 
a special gold colored frame 10 x 12 inches, 2 
plaquettes. ($200-Up) 

The upper commemorates the Festival of Succoth and shows a 
man praying with a Lulov and Ethrog. I he lower plaquette is called 
"At the Wailing Wall" and shows a group of Jews praying in a 
variety of head coverings-Shtreimel, prayer Shaovl, lamulka, and 

ordinary cap indicating the universality of prayer. 
Both plaquettes are silver plated bronze with the upper example 
showing minimal wear. 1 ruly attractive and worth\ of an appro¬ 

priate bid. 

Please note that a 5 % bui/ers char;^e will Iv aiideii to each lot 
purchased on all purchases. 
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418 N.D. Boris Schatz-Bezalel School. A group of 14 plaquettes 
in silver, framed. Housed in a chrome 19V2 x 20 inch 
frame, each plaquette is mounted on velvet and recessed 
to bring out its beauty. 14 Pcs., framed.(Photo) ($350-Up) 
The central plaquette is that of Dr. Herzl, the first Schatz did in 
1906 when setting up the Bezalel School. Also represented, first 
Row, "Requiem", "Jeremiah", and "The Wailing Wall". The 
second Row contains "The Penitent", "Midnight Prayer" and 
"When will the Miraculous end come". The third row represents 
"Lulav", "Herzl" and "Blowing the Shofer". 
The final row includes "Grandmother", "Blessing the child", 
"Havdalah", "The Scribe", and "One of the People of the Book". 
A wonderful opportunity to own this spectacular collection. 

419 N.D. Judaic Medals and miscellaneous. 10 Pcs. ($75-Up) 
50mm silver medals of Ben Gurion and Dayan struck in Holland, 
30mm silver mini of the Dayan medal, 1967 Israel-Canada Friend¬ 
ship medal, British William & Adelaide coronation medal of 1831, 
Casting of Edward IV 1483 in Brass, and 4-one ounce Swiss Talers 
dated 1964 and struck by the Franklin Mint. 

ISRAEL'S FIGHT FOR FREEDOM MEDAL SET 

422 N.D. Medals of Paul Vincze. ($75-LIp) 

45mm silver include: lerra Sancta, Ben Gurion, Kennedy, Exodus 
and David & Goliath. I he 50mm wilver medals include Bar Kashba 
and Haym Solomon. 

RARE PRIVATE ISSUE 

423 N.D. Redemption of the First Born. Ceremonial set of 5 
Pidyon Shekels in Silver. Designed by Vivian Cohen and 
struck by Toye, Kenning and Spencer, Ltd. of Lond, by 
appointment to Her Royal Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II; 
this beautiful set is housed in a plush leatherette case. A 
card, in Hebrew and English, includes the prayers as well 
as an explanation of the Pidyon Haben service. ($100-Up) 

THE EXCEEDINGLY RARE ISRAEL 

NUMISMATIC SOCIETY OF NEW YORK 

BICENTENNIAL SET 

ONE OF 28 SETS STRUCK 

SET #13 

424 1976. I.N.S. of New York. 39mm. Gold (1.2 oz.), pewter, 
silver, brass, bronze and copper. Very Rare. 6 Pcs. ($350- 

Up) 
In 1976 the I.N.S. of New York celebrated its own 10th Anniversary 
and the 200th Anniversary of the United States by commissioning 
the Hamilton Mint to stike this extraordinary set. The 5 medal set 
(excluding the gold), was struck with a mintage of 72. The six piece 
set was struck v.'ith a mintage of 28 to honor Israel's 28th 
Anniversary. 
The obverse of this special set was designed by the well known 
New York sculptor Nathan Sobel. This offering represents an 
unusual opportunity to acquire this rare set. 

425 1966-1978. Season's Greetings Tokens. 13 Pcs. ($50-Up) 
All dates complete from 1966 to 1978. 

426 1974-78. AINA Season's Greetings tokens and miscella¬ 
neous. 13 Pcs. ($15-Up) 

AINA tokens from 1974 to 1977, Season's Greetings token of 1975 
(3) and 1978, a Calif. INS club medal, Sahal 20th Annv medal. 
Peace of Jerusalem in 45mm silver, Abba Eben medal #119 in both 
bronze and silver as struck by the Franklin Mint. 

PIDYON HABEN PRESENTATION SETS 

427 1970. Pidyon Haben, £10 5 piece ceremonial set. ($55-Up) 

All 5 coins are Brilliant Uncirculated and housed in a presentation 
olivewood box with special ceremonial scroll. 

428 1970. £10 Pidyon Haben. 5 piece ceremonial set in olivewood 
box with scroll, as above. ($55-Up) 

420 (N.D.) A set of six 35mm. silver medals depicting David Ben 
Gurion, Theodore Herzl, Dr. Chaim Weizmann, Anne 
Frank and Zeev Jabotinski. The sixth medal is a plea for 
peace. The medals are accompanied by a beautiful gold 
stamped plastic holder. 6 Pcs. ($100-Up) 

421 N.D. A collection of S. Lemer medals. 6 in copper, 9 in silver. 
5 of the copper medals depict the 1967 war; the sixth, 
Munich. 8 of the silver medals depict the 1973 war, the 
ninth the exit price from Russia. ($50-Up) 

429 1971. £10 Pidyon Haben. The name 1971 set in olivewood 
presentation case, complete with scroll. ($65-Up) 

430 1971. £10 Pidyon Haben. In presentation case, with 
scroll. ($60-Up) 

431 1971. £10 Pidyon Haben. In presentation case, with 
scroll. ($60-Up) 

432 1973. £10 Pidyon Haben. 5 coin set in official olivewood 
presentation case, with scroll. ($45-Up) 

433-1000 No lots. 

END OF FIRST SESSION 

PLEASE NOTE 
The Sands Point Collection of United States, Colonial and Obsolete Currency and United States Coins, Ancient 
Coins and World Medallic Art, Sessions Il-IV of this sale (Lots 1001-3300), may be found in a separately bound 
Catalogue. 
The Wayte Raymond Sale - Part IV, World Banknotes and Coins of the World arranged alphabetically by country of 
issue. Sessions V-VI of this sale (Lots 3301-4909) may be found in a separately bound Catalogue. 



TERMS OF SALE 

1. A 5 % buyers charge on each individual lot will 
be added to all purchases made by all bidders. 
This charge will be based on the amount of the 
final bid. THE ABOVE CHARGES WILL BE 
ADDED TO ALL INVOICES. 

2. All bids are per lot as numbered in this catalogue. 

3. We reserve the right to withdraw any lot prior to 
sale. 

4. All material in this catalogue is guaranteed to be 
genuine unless otherwise described. 

5. All successful bidders shall be billed for postage 
and insurance charges. Shipments to overseas 
buyers are made at their risk. 

6. We reserve the right to reject any bid from any 
bidder when we deem a bid not made in good 
faith. 

7. No “buy” or “unlimited” bids will be accepted. 
We will act as agents for all mail bidders in the 
sale. 

8. NO BIDS WILL BE ACCEPTED OTHER THAN 
THOSE RECEIVED IN EVEN DOLLAR 
AMOUNTS. THIS INCLUDES AUTHORIZA¬ 
TION TO INCREASE BIDS BY A CERTAIN 
PERCENTAGE. THOSE INCREMENTS WILL 
BE REDUCED TO THE LOWEST DOLLAR 

AMOUNT. 

9. Check your bid sheets carefully. We can not 
assume any responsibility for errors made in the 
amount bid or lot numbers listed on your sheets. 

10. It is necessary for all minors wishing to bid to 
present written parental permission prior to sale. 

11. BIDDERS NOT KNOWN TO US MUST FUR¬ 
NISH SATISFACTORY REFERENCES OR A 
DEPOSIT EQUAL TO 25% OF THE BIDS SUB¬ 
MITTED (WHICH OF COURSE WILL BE 
APPLIED TO PURCHASES, ANY OVERAGE 
WILL BE REFUNDED). We expressly reserve the 
right to request full payment before delivery from 
any successful bidder even if satisfactory refer¬ 
ences are submitted. 

12. The payment terms of our sale are strictly cash 
and payment is to be made immediately upon 
receipt of either invoice and/or material. Please 
note: Auction sales are not approval sales. You 
must assume the responsibility for paying for 
material that is successfully awarded to you. 

13. Any account not paid within the prescribed terms 
as outlined above will be billed an additional 
1V2% per month for service and collection 
charges. In the event that an attorney is required 
to collect outstanding accounts all legal fees will 
be borne by the bidder in question. 

14. Mail bidders may return lots by requesting written 
permission to do so within five days after deliverv 
of merchandise. NO RETURNS WILL BE PER¬ 
MITTED FOR ANY REASON AFTER SETTLE¬ 
MENT IS MADE WITH OUR CONSIGNORS. For 
this Sale this date shall be January 20, 1979. 

15. Title does not pass until all lots are paid for in full. 
In case of tie bids the earliest bid received will be 

awarded the lot. 

16. Appropriate New York State sales tax will be 
charged to all New York State resident bidders 
unless we are provided with appropriate resale 

certificates. 

17. The placing of a bid in this auction sale shall 
constitute full acceptance of the foregoing terms 

of sale. 
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